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I. LIST OF SPORTS EXCHANGES WITH SOUTH AFRICA,
INTRODUCTION

Political developments in South Africa during 1990 had encouraging reverberations in sports organizations in that country. At the same time, the intensification of the campaign against apartheid sports inside and outside South Africa has deterred several overseas sports teams from venturing to compete there. For the first time since the publication of the Register, there has been a significant decrease in the number of sports exchanges with South Africa.

I. ENGLISH "REBEL" CRICKET TOUR

Despite worldwide protests, a group of English cricketers, captained by former English international Mike Gatting, arrived in South Africa in January 1990 to play a series of matches against teams of the White-dominated South African Cricket Union (SACU).

Anti-apartheid groups staged widespread protests against the English cricketers right from their pre-departure press conference at a London airport 1/ to their arrival in South Africa. While in South Africa, the National Sports Congress now known as the National Olympic and Sports Congress (NOSC), organized massive demonstrations at every match venue, while trade unionists refused to service the English cricketers at the hotels where they were accommodated. 2/ The South African police, as has been their normal practice, tried to disperse these peaceful demonstrations by the use of excessive force, 3/ and in one instance, the throwing of 10 tear-gas cylinders at a protest meeting at Bloemfontein, thereby injuring more than 60 people. 4/

Halfway through the tour, the organizers of the tour met with officials of the National Sports Congress and mutually agreed to cancel the remaining part of the tour. 5/

By September 1990, there was a complete turn-around of events. The two national controlling bodies of cricket in South Africa, i.e., the South African Cricket Board (SACB) and SACU, had agreed to form a single non-racial organization. 6/ They resolved to dispense with past policies and practices and to work towards developing the game in a truly integrated structure.

By December 1990, the two bodies had agreed to form and operate a single project for the development of cricket amongst underprivileged groups and it was announced that they would seek assistance from the South African business community to redress past imbalances in regard to separate educational systems, sponsorships and facilities. 7/
The Fourth International Conference against Apartheid in Sports, organized by the Special Committee against Apartheid, the Swedish Sports Confederation, the Swedish National Olympic Committee, the Supreme Council for Sport in Africa, the South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC) and the International Campaign against Apartheid Sport, met at Stockholm from 4 to 6 September 1990. The Conference was officially opened by H.E. Mr. Ibrahim Gambari, Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid. The Conference proceeded with a welcome address from H.R.H. Prince Bertil of Sweden. Keynote addresses were given by Mr. Ingvar Carlsson, Prime Minister of Sweden, H.E. Major-General Joseph Garba, President of the United Nations General Assembly and Mr. Juan Antonio Samaranch, President of the International Olympic Committee (IOC). Mr. Samaranch made it clear that IOC would consult with its African partners before making any decision on South Africa. Statements were also made by H.E. Mr. James Victor Gbeho, Chairman of the Commission against Apartheid in Sports, and Mr. Sotirios Mousoiris, Assistant Secretary-General and Director of the Centre against Apartheid. The Conference was attended by representatives from a wide spectrum of the international anti-apartheid groups, including governmental representatives, national, regional and international sports bodies, anti-apartheid organizations, South African liberation movements and sports organizations. There were 190 delegates from over 40 countries present at the Conference. At the conclusion of the Conference, the delegates declared that there should be no relaxation of the sports boycott at that stage. It was felt that any relaxation would seriously prejudice the objective of successful negotiations towards the goal of an apartheid-free South Africa. The Conference felt that advances made so far were insufficient to warrant at that stage any consideration of the lifting of the prohibitions against sporting contacts. A call was made to all concerned to maintain and tighten the boycott of apartheid sports until the genuine representatives of the people of South Africa pronounce themselves satisfied that the process of transition is both profound and irreversible. The Conference ended on a note of optimism and with the expressed hope that such a conference would not be needed in two years time. 8/

III. APARTHEID AND OLYMPISM
The IOC Commission on Apartheid and olympism continued to monitor developments in South African sport. At the meeting of
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the Commission held in February 1990 in Kuwait, at the invitation of the late Sheikh Fahad Al Sabah, the Commission decided that it would consider providing concrete assistance to the disadvantaged section of South African sport so as to redress the inequities that existed there at the moment. 9/
H.E. Mr. Victor Gbeho also participated in the Commission's meeting in Kuwait. He urged IOC to continue its work against apartheid in sports, as this would certainly induce favourable change in South Africa.
In December 1990, IOC announced that it would send a
delegation of the Commission on Apartheid and Olympism to visit South Africa early in 1991.

Mr. Keba Mbaye, a judge at the International Court of Justice, IOC member from Senegal and Chairman of the Commission on Apartheid and Olympism, said that the ongoing changes that were taking place at such an unprecedented speed inevitably gave rise to discussions on the possibility of South Africa's return to the Olympic Games in 1992. 10/

IV. SUPPORT FOR THE SPORTS MORATORIUM

It has long been the belief of Blacks that South Africans themselves must refrain from engaging in international sports (i.e., observe a moratorium) if integration and non-racialism is to be hastened. That would also help the creation of a climate of trust during the process of achieving unity in South African sports. It appears that White establishment organizations have understood this position. After the chaotic English cricket tour of January 1990, SACU, which organized the visit, decided that it would not initiate any new overseas sports exchanges. Earlier, the White South African Amateur Athletic Union (SAAAU) also decided to observe the moratorium.

In October 1990, NOSC decided to organize mass protests at golf venues if overseas golfers were allowed to compete in the South African golf circuit, which normally attracts over 50 foreign golfers. After a series of meetings between NOSC and the South African Professional Golfers Association, it was jointly agreed that no overseas golfers would be invited to compete in South Africa from 1991 onwards if apartheid still existed. However, for the 1990 session, only the top 20 qualifiers would be allowed to enter. II/

NOSC also reached an agreement with the organizers of the Million Dollar Golf Challenge at Sun City, Bophuthatswana, that the tournament scheduled for December 1990 would be the last to include foreign golfers. 11/

V. ABOLITION OF THE SEPARATE AMENITIES ACT

In June 1990, the South African Government announced the abolition of the Separate Amenities Act of 1953, but local authorities were given until 15 October to comply. This Act ensured exclusive use of most sports facilities for the White minority population of South Africa. Although many of the White liberal municipalities accepted the abolition of this discriminatory Act and opened up their facilities to all races, the Conservative Party went out of its way to ensure that the facilities that were in areas controlled by its party remained exclusively White. Blacks who attempted to use facilities, such as swimming pools and libraries, were asked to pay high admission fees. Such prohibitive fees were a means of ensuring that these facilities remained for White use only. 12/

VI. MEETING WITH THE SOUTH AFRICAN SPORTS OFFICIALS AT HARARE

On 3 and 4 November 1990, the Association of National Olympic Committees of Africa (ANOCA) met with South African sports officials at Harare to discuss developments in South Africa and their impact on sports.
At the end of the two-day meeting, the President of ANOCA, Mr. Jean Claude Ganga, announced that the abolition of apartheid and the formation of single non-racial sports bodies were the prerequisites for South Africa's participation in international competitions. However, in the interim, it was considered that the training of coaches, assistance in the development programme and the sending of foreign coaches would be viewed as a means of redressing the historical inequities of apartheid.

In this connection, ANOCA decided to create two committees:
(a) The Committee of Eight (later enlarged to 10 members), made up of representatives of South Africa's five multi-sports organizations to promote unity in sport and to coordinate actions to eradicate apartheid;
(b) The Follow-up and Supervisory Committee of ANOCA to monitor developments in South African sport and to assist the Committee of Ten in achieving its objectives. 13/

One of the significant results of the Harare meeting was that most, if not all, South African sports organizations were contemplating moves towards uniting the various factions of sport. The following sports are now deeply involved in unity talks that, it is hoped, will result in single non-racial organizations emerging: athletics, boxing, cricket, football, golf, gymnastics, hockey, karate, rugby, softball, swimming, table tennis and tennis.

VII. CONCLUSION

Although the year began with serious policy differences between the White establishment sports groups and the antiapartheid sports forces, by the end of the year many sports groups were progressively working in harmony to achieve unity in South African sports. This certainly augurs well for South African sports. As was agreed at the conclusion of the International Conference against Apartheid in Sports held in Sweden in September 1990, there is a great deal of optimism about the future of South African sports. If these developments are sustained, it is expected that in the course of 1991 the Special Committee will review its policy and determine how long the Register would continue to be issued. Much depends on the progress that will be made in integrating sports in South Africa, in eliminating apartheid from sports and society and in establishing of a non-racial, united, democratic country.

VIII. DELETIONS FROM THE REGISTER

John Ackerman, Netherlands (hockey)
Jonathan Addison, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Terry Alderman, Australia (cricket)* Hartley Alleyne, Barbados (cricket)*
Bjorn Almstrom, Sweden (squash)
Antonio Altobelli, Italy (tennis)
Dennis Amiss, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Carin Anderholm, Sweden (tennis) Gordon Anderson, Canada (squash)
Ian S. Anderson, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Jerry Anderson, United Kingdom (golf)
Steve Anderson, Sweden (karate)
Ulf Andersson, Sweden (athletics)

* The names of these male cricketers and motorcyclists were deleted from the Register as the result of the respective international governing bodies agreeing to take appropriate actions against apartheid in sport, as announced in a United Nations press release issued on 24 October 1989 (GA/AP/1946). However, the names of cricketers and motorcyclists who do not respect the agreement will be included in the Register.

Stephen Andrew, United Kingdom (cricket)* Fred Andrews, United States (motorcycling)* Paul Annacone, United States (tennis) Flavian Antonso, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Mark Armand, United States (equestrian) Donald Armour, United Kingdom (golf) Gregory Armstrong, Barbados (cricket)* John Ashworth, New Zealand (rugby) Leif Asterhiag, Sweden (motor car racer) Charles Athey, United Kingdom (cricket) Richard Austin, Jamaica (cricket)* Juan Avendano Iglesias, Spain (tennis) Gamal Awad, Egypt (squash) Jonathan Ayling, United Kingdom (cricket)* Yoav Azatchi, Israel (tennis) Faoud Bacchus, Guyana (cricket)* Robert Bailey, United Kingdom (cricket)* Philip Bainbridge, United Kingdom (cricket)* Angus Baker, Jr., United States (golf) Kathy Baker, United States (golf) Paul Jan Bakkar, Netherlands (cricket)* Michael Baldwin, United States (motorcycling)* Jean Baptiste Lafond, France (rugby) Corrado Barazzutti, Italy (tennis) Bryan barley, United Kingdom (rugby) Simon Base, United Kingdom (cricket)* Bob Beattie, United Kingdom (golf) Leandro Beccheroni, Italy (motorcycling)* Ray Bell, Australia (golf) Jeremy Bennett, United Kingdom (golf) Stephen Bennett, United Kingdom (golf) Marc Benninga, Netherlands (hockey) Mark Benson, United Kingdom (cricket) Ilana Berger, Israel (tennis) Jay Berger, United States (tennis) Henrik Bertelsen, Denmark (gymnastics) R. Bertrane, France (rugby) Clyde Best, United Kingdom (soccer) Fabio Billiotti, Italy (motorcycling)* W. R. Bistowe, United Kingdom (cricket)* David Blakeman, United Kingdom (golf) Phillip John Blakeway, United Kingdom (rugby) Billy Blanks, United States (karate) Marc Blincow, United Kingdom (tennis) P. J. Boatwright, Jr., United States (golf) Martin Bodimeade, United Kingdom (squash) Mike Bodney, United States (golf) Lennart Bohlin, Sweden (motor car) Jacques Bollie, France (motorcycling)* Timothy Boon, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tyrone Booze, United States (boxing) Geoffrey Boycott, United Kingdom (cricket)*

Steve Brain, United Kingdom (rugby) Gordon Brand, Jr. United Kingdom (golf) Massimo Broccoli, Italy (motorcycling)* Simon Brown, United Kingdom (golf) Glen Brumby, Australia (squash) David Burcher, United Kingdom (rugby) Katherine Burdsall, United States (equestrian sport) Neil Burns, United Kingdom (cricket)* Darren Cahill, Australia (tennis) M. Callinan, United Kingdom (cricket)* Ollie Campbell, Ireland (rugby) David Campese, Australia (rugby) Shelby Cannon, United States (tennis) John Cantrell, Ireland (rugby) David
Capel, United Kingdom (cricket)* Donna Caponi, United States (golf) Carlos Cardus, Spain (motorcycling)* John Carleton, United Kingdom (rugby) Joseph Carr, United States (golf) Phil Carrick, United Kingdom (cricket)* Paul Carringill, United Kingdom (golf) Alan Carter, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Pamela Casale, United States (tennis) Vincenzo Cascino, Chile (motorcycling)* Billy Casper, United States (golf) Rodolfo E. Cazaubon Duque, Mexico (golf) Herbert Chang, Jamaica (cricket)* Graham Charlesworth, United Kingdom (cricket)* Eddie Charlton, United Kingdom (snooker) Mei-Chi Chen, Taiwan, Province of China (golf) Ian James Chivers, United Kingdom (cricket)* Patrick Cliff, United Kingdom (cricket)* Peter Clifford, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Sandy Colins, United States (tennis) Robert Collinge, Kenya (motor car racing) Geof Cook, United Kingdom (cricket)* Derrick Cooper, United Kingdom (golf) Jacques Cornu, France (motorcycling)* T. A. Cotterill, United Kingdom (cricket)* Nigel Cowley, United Kingdom (cricket)* Colin Croft, Guyana (cricket) Kevin Curren, Ireland (cricket)* Kevin Curren, United States (tennis) I. Curtis, United Kingdom (cricket)* Les Cusworth, United Kingdom (rugby) Rui da Costa, United Kingdom (golf) Andy Dalton, New Zealand (rugby) Anthony D'Ambrosio, United States (equestrian sport) Beth Daniel, United States (golf) Eamonn Darcy, Ireland (golf) Stuart Davenport, New Zealand (squash) A. G. Davies, United Kingdom (cricket)*
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Gareth Davies, United Kingdom (rugby) Glyn Davies, United Kingdom (golf) Huw Davies, United Kingdom (rugby) Jonathan Davies, United Kingdom (rugby) Lynn Davies, United Kingdom (athletics) Scott Davis, United States (tennis) Ignacio de Leon, Jr., Mexico (golf) Simon Dennis, United Kingdom (cricket)* Didier de Radiques, Belgium (motorcycling)* Ajith de Silva, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Bandula de Silva, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Hermanthe Devapriya, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Mickey Diamond, United States (motorcycling)* Priscilla Diniz, Brazil (golf) Karlheinz Dipfold, Federal Republic of Germany** (motorcycling)* Chris Dittmar, Australia (squash) Maurizio Dolce, Italy (motorcycling)* Andy Donald, New Zealand (rugby) Alun Donovan, United Kingdom (rugby) Alan Douglas, United Kingdom (tennis) Kitrina Douglas, United Kingdom (golf) Colin Dowdeswell, United Kingdom (tennis) Arno Drechsel, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Willie Duggan, Ireland (rugby) Colin Dugmore, unidentified country (motorcycling)*
Joey Dunlop, United Kingdom (motorcycling)*  
Robin Dyer, United Kingdom (cricket)*  
John Dyson, Australia (cricket)*  
David E. East, United Kingdom (cricket)*  
Eric Eaton, United States (motorcycling)*  
Harold Eckl, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)*  
Per Eklund, Sweden (motor car)  
Campbell Elliott, United Kingdom (golf) Howard Endelman, United States (tennis)  
Anders Eriksson, Sweden (motor-cross)  
Peter Eriksson, Sweden (powerboating) Thierry Espie, France (motorcycling)*  
Alan Evans, United Kingdom (golf)  
Ieuan Evans, United Kingdom (rugby)  
Peter Evans, United Kingdom (golf)  
Harry Everts, Belgium (motorcycling)*  
Gregg Failla, United States (tennis) Peter Faulkner, Australia (cricket)*  
** Through accession of the German Democratic Republic to the Federal Republic of Germany with effect from 3 October 1990, the two German States have united to form one sovereign State. As from the date of unification, the Federal Republic of Germany acts in the United Nations under the designation of "Germany".

Michael Feldbausch, Federal Republic of Germany (tennis) Mark Felton, United Kingdom (cricket)* Gigi Fernandez, United States (tennis) Patrick Fernandez, France (motorcycling)* Lanthro Fernando, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Virginio Ferrari, Italy (motorcycling)* John Fidler, United Kingdom (rugby) Martha Figueras-Dotti, Spain (golf) Roger Finney, United Kingdom (cricket) Richard Fish, United Kingdom (golf) John Fitzgerald, Australia (tennis) Chris Fletcher, United Kingdom (cricket) Brendan Foley, Ireland (rugby) Marc Fontan, France (motorcycling)* Richard Foreman, United Kingdom (golf) Lars Forsman, Sweden (motor car) Bruce Francis, Australia (cricket manager)* J. G. Franks, United Kingdom (cricket)* Bernie Fraser, New Zealand (rugby) Roland Freymond, Switzerland (motorcycling)* Michel Frutschi, Switzerland (motorcycling)* Eugenio Nava Fuentes, Mexico (golf) Patrick Fura, France (motorcycle) Manning Galloway, United States (boxing) P. L. Garlic, United Kingdom (cricket)* Barbara Gerken, United States (tennis) Dirk Geukens, Belgium (motor-cross) Charles Giddins, United Kingdom (golf) Torsten Gideon, Federal Republic of Germany (golf) Haus Gildemeister, Chile (tennis) Elizabeth Glass, United Kingdom (golf) David W. Glenz, United States (golf) Nick Godin, United Kingdom (golf) Christopher F. Goldie, United Kingdom (cricket) Graham Gooch, United Kingdom (cricket)* Jason Goodall, United Kingdom (tennis) Jonas Gornerup, Sweden (squash) Mark Gouldstone, United Kingdom (cricket)* Gabriel Grabia, Italy (motorcycling)* M. Grant, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Allan Green, United Kingdom (cricket)* Alvin Greenidge, Barbados (cricket) Karl Gressel, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Eben Greyling,
United Kingdom (motorcycling)* A. D. H. Grime, United Kingdom (cricket)* Paul Gudel, Switzerland (motorcycling)* Jean-Louis Guignabodet, France (motorcycling)* Herve Guilleux, France (motorcycling)* Mahesh Gunatilleke, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Heinz Gunthardt, Switzerland (tennis) Chris Guy, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Andy Haden, New Zealand (rugby)
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Walter Hadlee, New Zealand (cricket) Jeffrey Hall, United Kingdom (golf) Neil Hansen, United Kingdom (golf) Dusty Hare, United Kingdom (rugby) Anthony Harris, United Kingdom (snooker) Philip Harrison, United Kingdom (golf) Neil Hartley, United Kingdom (cricket)* Stuart Hartley, United Kingdom (cricket)* Ron Haslam, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Lillian Hasselmann, United States (karate) Rae Hast, United Kingdom (golf) Eddy Hau, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Richard Hayes, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mike Haysman, Australia (cricket)* Timothy Head, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tony Head, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Jeremy Heath, United Kingdom (cricket)* Roy Heiner, Netherlands (yachting) K. Hellyer, unidentified country (motorcycling)* S. Henderson, United Kingdom (cricket)* Stephen Henderson, United Kingdom (cricket) Mike Hendrick, United Kingdom (cricket)* Harm Hendricks, Netherlands (athletics) Harold Henning, United States (golf) Robert Henning, Sweden (squash) Ann Henricksson, United States (tennis) Manfred Herweh, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Nirmal Hettiaratchy, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Keith Heuwen, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Richard Hill, United Kingdom (rugby) Ricki Hill, Australia (squash) Terrence "Tokey" Hill, United States (karate) David Hiscock, New Zealand (motorcycling)* I. Hodgson, United Kingdom (cricket)* Dean Hoffman, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tom Hogan, Australia (cricket)* Rodney Hogg, Australia (cricket)* Trevor Hohns, Australia (cricket)* Robert Holden, New Zealand (motorcycling)* Vanburn Holder, Barbados (cricket)* Lars-Goran Holmlblad, Sweden (tennis) Babette Hoogendoorn, Netherlands (squash) Ian Hopkins, United Kingdom (rugby) John Hopkins, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tim Hopper, United Kingdom (cricket)* Richard Hubin, Belgium (motorcycling)* Kim Hughes, Australia (cricket)* Simon Hughes, United Kingdom (cricket) Geoffrey Humpage, United Kingdom (cricket)*
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M. Hunt, United Kingdom (golf) Karen F. Hunter, United Kingdom (tennis) Paul Huntstone, United Kingdom (golf) Alan Iglesden, United Kingdom (cricket)* Richard Illingworth, United Kingdom (cricket)* Peter Ingham, United Kingdom (cricket)* Andy Irvine, United Kingdom (rugby) Liz Irving, Australia (squash) David Ison, United Kingdom (tennis) Robin Jackman, United Kingdom (cricket)* Billy James, United Kingdom (rugby) Luke Jensen, United States (tennis) Stefan Johansson, Sweden (motor sport) Craig Johnson, United States (tennis) Fredrik Johnson, Sweden (squash) Graham Johnson, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mark Johnson, United Kingdom (golf) Chris Johnstone, Australia
(tennis) J. L. Joinel, France (rugby) Adrian Jones, United Kingdom (cricket)* D. Jones, United Kingdom (cricket)* Kelly Jones, United States (tennis) Robert Thomas Joyce, United Kingdom (golf) Bernard Julien, Trinidad and Tobago (cricket) Cris Kajd, Sweden (shooting) Alvin Kallicharran, United Kingdom (cricket)* Angeliki Kanellopoulou, Greece (tennis) Lalith Kaperuma, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Craig Kardon, United States (tennis) Susanthe Karunaratne, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Takazumi Katayama, Japan (motorcycling)* Larry Katz, Zimbabwe (tennis) Kyle Kelsall, United Kingdom (golf) Terrence Kennedy, Ireland (rugby) Phil Kenyon, United Kingdom (squash) Kevin Kerr, United Kingdom (cricket)* Yannick Kervella, France (motorcycling)* Sutinder Khehar, United Kingdom (cricket)* Collis King, Barbados (cricket)* Michael King, United Kingdom (golf) James William Kirkwood, Ireland (hockey) Steven L. Kirson, United States (tennis) Klaus Klein, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Allan Knott, United Kingdom (cricket)* Yiannis Kouros, Greece (long-distance runner) Eva Krapl, Switzerland (tennis) Anne Kursinski, United States (equestrian sport) Mark Kratzman, Australia (tennis) Lars Kvant, Sweden (squash) Allan Lamb, United Kingdom (cricket)*
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Paul A. Langford, United Kingdom (rugby) Jean Claude Laquaye, Belgium (motorcycling)* Wayne Larkins, United Kingdom (cricket)* Christian Larsen, Denmark (tennis) Regine Lautens, Switzerland (golf) Carlos Lavado, Venezuela (motorcycling)* Eddie Lawson, United States (motorcycling)* A. Lea, United Kingdom (cricket)* Andrea Leand, United States (tennis) Christian le Liard, France (motorcycling)* Martine Le Moignan, United Kingdom (squash) Danny Lee, United Kingdom (squash) Leif Leiner, Sweden (squash) Ivan Lendl, Czechoslovakia (tennis) Leslie Burr Lenehan, United States (equestrian) Donald Lenihan, Ireland (rugby) Armand Leone, United States (equestrian) Mark Leone, United States (equestrian) Peter Leone, United States (equestrian) Andreas Lesch, Federal Republic of Germany (tennis) Chris Lethbridge, United Kingdom (cricket)* John Lever, United Kingdom (cricket)* David Lewis, New Zealand (tennis) Paul Lewis, New Zealand (motorcycling)* Gary Lingham, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* S. J. Little, United Kingdom (golf) Domingo Llanos, United States (karate) Timothy Lloyd, United Kingdom (cricket)* Jonathan Lomas, United Kingdom (golf) Gordon Lord, United Kingdom (cricket)* Michael Lord, United Kingdom (golf) Marie L. de Lorenzi de Taya, Spain (golf) Mareen "Peanut" Louie, United States (tennis) Jorge Lozano Marquez, Mexico (tennis) Kevin W. Lubbers, United States (tennis) Marco Luccinelli, Italy (motorcycling)* Richard Lumb, United Kingdom (cricket)* Bruno Luscher, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Monty Lynch, United Kingdom (cricket)* Malcolm John MacKenzie, United Kingdom (golf) John Maguire, Australia (cricket)* Steven Malone, United Kingdom (cricket)* Randy Mamola, United States (motorcycling)* Anton Mang, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Brian Manley, United States (motorcycling)* Amos Mansdorf, Israel (tennis) Brian Marchbank, United Kingdom (golf) Steve Marsh, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Robert Marshall, United Kingdom (snooker) Stephane Martens, Belgium (motorcycling)* Allen Martin, United Kingdom (rugby) Andrew Martin, New Zealand (paddle-skiing)
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Wally Masur, Australia (tennis) Jeff Matiasevich, United States (motorcycling)* Massimo Matteoni, Italy (motorcycling)* Jean Michel Mattioli, France (motorcycling)* Everett Mattis, Jamaica (cricket)* Russell Mawhinney, New Zealand (cricket)* Christopher Maynard, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tim Mayotte, United States (tennis) Stephen McAllister, United Kingdom (golf) Alicia McConnell, United States (squash) Rod McCurdy, Australia (cricket)* Keith McGuinness, United Kingdom (cricket)* John McKee, United Kingdom (hockey) Michael McLean, United Kingdom (golf) Paul McNamee, Australia (tennis) Keith Medlycott, United Kingdom (cricket)* Chuck Merriman, United States (karate) Franc Mesnel, France (rugby) Ashley Metcalf, United Kingdom (cricket)* Murray Mexted, New Zealand (rugby) Barry Meyers, United Kingdom (cricket - umpire)* Tony Middleton, United Kingdom (cricket)* Edward Milburn, United Kingdom (cricket)* Geoff Miller, United Kingdom (cricket)* Peter Mills, United Kingdom (cricket)* Andrew Moles, United Kingdom (cricket)* Graham Monkhouse, United Kingdom (cricket) Orville Moody, United States (golf) Sam Moore, United States (tennis) Stephen Moores, United Kingdom (cricket)* Alfonso Mora, United States (tennis) Hugh Morris, United Kingdom (cricket)* John Morris, United Kingdom (cricket)* Brian Morrison, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Chas Mortimer, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Stan Mosel, United States (golf) Elra Moseley, Barbados (cricket) Martin Moxon, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mark Moulard, United Kingdom (golf) Jorgen Muller, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Ronald Munro Don, New Zealand (rugby administrator) Timothy Munton, United Kingdom (cricket)* Andrew Murray, United Kingdom (golf) David Murray, Barbados (cricket)* Million Boy Ndlouvu, Zimbabwe (golf) Andrew Needham, United Kingdom (cricket)* Steve Newbury, United Kingdom (snooker) Phil Newport, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mark Nicholas, United Kingdom (cricket) Leif Nicklasson, Sweden (moto-cross) Jack Nicklaus, United States (golf) Angel Nieto, Spain (motorcycling)*
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Vorgen Nilsson, Sweden (moto-cross) Ross Norman, New Zealand (squash) Klaus Oberparleiter, Austria (tennis) Kevin O'Brien, Ireland (rugby) John O'Driscoll, Ireland (rugby) Tom Okker, Netherlands (tennis) Chris Old, United Kingdom (cricket)* Helena Olsson, Sweden (tennis) Tony Opatha, Sri Lanka (cricket - organizer and manager)* Manuel Orantes, Spain (tennis) Philip Orr, Ireland (rugby) Bill Osborne, New Zealand (rugby) Albert Padmore, Barbados (cricket)* Peter Palandjian, United States (tennis) Ivan Palazzese, Venezuela (motorcycling)* Leo Palin, Finland (tennis) Charles Palmer, United Kingdom (cricket - administrator)* Gary Palmer, United Kingdom (cricket)* John Palmer, United Kingdom (rugby) R. Palmer, United Kingdom (cricket)* Claudio Panatta, Italy (tennis) R. Paparemborde, France (rugby) Laurent Pardo, France (rugby)
Paul Parker, United Kingdom (cricket)* Derrick Parry, Leeward Islands (cricket)* Pate, United States (tennis) Scott Patridge, United States (tennis) Sergio Pellandini, Switzerland (motorcycling)* Christopher Penn, United Kingdom (cricket)* Bernard Perera, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Stan Pelecki, Australia (rugby) Iain Pero, New Zealand (motorcycling)* Allan Phillips, United Kingdom (rugby) Christopher Phillipson, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tony Pigott, United Kingdom (cricket) Song Koon Poh, Singapore (rugby) Dr. Frank Polese, Australia (cricket - physiotherapist)* Sito Ponf, Spain (motorcycling)* Ian Pont, United Kingdom (cricket)* Keith Pont, United Kingdom (cricket)* Gary Potter, United Kingdom (golf) Laurie Potter, United Kingdom (cricket)* Peter Preece, United Kingdom (rugby) D. G. Price, United Kingdom (cricket)* Graham Price, United Kingdom (cricket) Nick Price, Zimbabwe (golf) Katie Monaham Prudent, United States (equestrian sport) Robert Pulfer, United States (tug-of-war)

Michael Purcell, United States (rugby) Carl Rackeman, Australia (cricket)* Neal Radford, United Kingdom (cricket)* Ronan Rafferty, United Kingdom (golf) Gaston Rahier, Belgium (motorcycling)* Wayne Rainey, United States (motorcycling)* Glen Ralph, United Kingdom (golf) Alan Ramage, United Kingdom (cricket)* Anura Ranasinge, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Thierry Rapicault, France (motorcycling)* Charles Raulerson, United States (golf) Gary Rees, United Kingdom (rugby) Paul Rees, United Kingdom (rugby) Louis Reggiani, Italy (motorcycling)* Loris Reggioni, Spain (motorcycling)* Richard Reid, New Zealand (cricket)* John Reigger, United States (golf) Gustav Reiner, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* M. Remeynse, Netherlands (squash) Paul Rendall, United Kingdom (rugby) Richey Reneberg, United States (tennis) Peter Rennert, United States (tennis) Mary-Lou Retton, United States (gymnastics) Fausto Ricci, Italy (motorcycling)* James Richards, United Kingdom (cricket)* Kathy Rinaldi, United States (tennis) Michele Rinaldi, Italy (motorcycling)* Andy Ripley, United Kingdom (rugby) J. P. Rives, France (rugby) Steve Rixon, Australia (cricket)* Patti Rizzo, United States (golf) Bruce Roberts, United Kingdom (cricket)* Kenny Roberts, United States (motorcycling)* Donnie Robinson, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Jeremy Robinson, United Kingdom (golf) Robert Robinson, United Kingdom (cricket)* Raymond Roche, France (motorcycling)* Mark Roe, United Kingdom (golf) Jeff Roper, Canada (tennis) Reinhold Roth, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Lawrence Rowe, Jamaica (cricket)* Martin Ruane (Giant Haystacks), United Kingdom (wrestling) Terry Rudd, United States (equestrian) David Russell, United Kingdom (golf) Neil Russon, United Kingdom (cricket)* Eliseo Salazar, Chile (motorcycling)* Julie Salmon, United Kingdom (tennis) Christian Sarron, France (professional motorcycling) Naoko Sato, Japan (tennis) Eric Saul, France (motorcycling)* Nick Saviano, United States (tennis) Kevin Saxelby, United Kingdom (cricket)*

Nigel Scanlon, United Kingdom (golf) Bernd Schneider, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)* Birgit Schweiberer, Federal Republic of Germany
(karate) Kevin Sharp, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mark Shaw, New Zealand (rugby) Stephen Shaw, United Kingdom (tennis) Barry Sheene, United Kingdom (motorcycling)* Andrew Sherbourne, United Kingdom (golf) Greg Shipperd, Australia (cricket)* Leif Shiras, United States (tennis) Arnold Sidebottom, United Kingdom (cricket)* Fergus Slattery, Ireland (rugby) Philip Slocombe, United Kingdom (cricket)* Chris Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* David James Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* David Martin Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* Harvey Smith, United Kingdom (equestrian sport) Kelvin Smith, Australia (squash) Kenneth Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* Lawrence Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* Paul Smith, United Kingdom (cricket)* Stan Smith, United States (tennis) Steve Smith, Australia (cricket)* Steven Smith, United Kingdom (equestrian sport) Wayne Smith, New Zealand (rugby) Des Smyth, Ireland (golf) Jan-Ulf Soderberg, Sweden (squash) Harold Solomon, United States (tennis) Ingrid Sommerauer-Resch, Austria (tennis) Lucy Soutter, United Kingdom (squash) Freddie Spencer, United States (motorcycling)* Muffin Spencer-Devlin, United States (golf) Steve Spittles, United Kingdom (golf) Andrew Sproule, United Kingdom (tennis) Craig Stadler, United States (golf) Rex Staten, United States (motorcycling)* Ian Stephens, United Kingdom (rugby) Franklyn Stephenson, Barbados (cricket) Alastair Storie, United Kingdom (cricket)* Peter Such, United Kingdom (cricket) Tom Sutter, United States (golf) James Sykes, United Kingdom (cricket)* Kazumi Tabata, Japan (karate) Joy Tacon, United Kingdom (tennis) Brian Taylor, United Kingdom (cricket - manager)* Dennis Taylor, United Kingdom (squash) Leslie Taylor, United Kingdom (cricket)* Mike Taylor, Australia (cricket)* Neil Taylor, United Kingdom (cricket)* Nicholas Taylor, United Kingdom (cricket)* Geoffreyy Tedstone, United Kingdom (cricket) Peter Teravainen, United States (golf)
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Barb Thomas, United States (golf) David Thomas, United Kingdom (cricket)* Gary Thomas, United Kingdom (cricket)* William Thomas, United Kingdom (cricket)* Ross Thorne, Australia (squash) Willie Thorne, United Kingdom (snooker) Sally Timms, United Kingdom (tennis) Paul Adrian Todd, United Kingdom (cricket)* Jeremy du Toit, Zimbabwe (tennis) Keith Tomlins, United Kingdom (cricket)* Thomas Donald Topyley, United Kingdom (cricket)* Jean-Louis Tournadre, France (motorcycling)* Davy Trick, United Kingdom (rugby) David Turner, United Kingdom (cricket)* Grant Turner, United Kingdom (golf) Frank Tyson, United Kingdom (cricket - coach)* Franco Uncini, Italy (motorcycling)* Derek Underwood, United Kingdom (cricket)* Gabriel Urpi, Spain (tennis) Eric van der Pluym, Netherlands (squash) Greg Van Emburgh, United States (tennis) Reiner van Es, Netherlands (cricket)* Robert van't Hof, United States (tennis) Olaf van Tol, Netherlands (surfing)* Renato Vavassori, Italy (tennis) Marc Velkeneers, Belgium (motorcycling)* Alex Viera, France (motorcycling)* Dick Vierling, Netherlands (cricket)* Tyson Vohland, United States (motorcycling)* J. Wainwright, United Kingdom (cricket)* Marc Walder, Switzerland (tennis) Alan Walker, United Kingdom (cricket)* Richard Walker, United Kingdom (equestrian) Laurie Warder, Australia (tennis) Ian Waring,
United Kingdom (cricket)* Bandula Warnapura, Sri Lanka (cricket)* Alan
Watts, United Kingdom (cricket)* Keith Waters, United Kingdom (golf) Mike
Watkins, United Kingdom (rugby) Stuart Watterton, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Andrew Watts, United Kingdom (cricket)* Tommy Watts, United States
(motorcycling)* Robert Weir, United Kingdom (cricket)* Colin Wells, United
Kingdom (cricket)* Martin Westenholme, Canada (tennis) Johan Westerholm,
Sweden (squash) Peter Wheeler, United Kingdom (squash) John (James)
Whitaker, United Kingdom (cricket) Duncan Wild, United Kingdom (cricket)*
David A. Wilkie, United Kingdom (swimming) Peter Willey, United Kingdom
(cricket) Chris Williams, United Kingdom (rugby)
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David Williams, United Kingdom (golf)
Glen Williams, New Zealand (motorcycling)*
Martin Willis-Stovold, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Alan Willows, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Cliff Wilson, United Kingdom (snooker)
Malcolm Wilson, United Kingdom (motor sport)
Stu Wilson, New Zealand (rugby)
Martin Wimmer, Federal Republic of Germany (motorcycling)*
Robert Wincer, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Stephen Windaybank, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Ornulf Wirdheim, Sweden (motor sport) Todd Witsken, United States (tennis)
Clive Woodward, United Kingdom (rugby)
Robert Woolmer, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Simon Wooton, United Kingdom (cricket)*
Michael Wortis, United States (golf)
Larry Wosick, United States (motorcycling)*
Jerry Wouterz, Sri Lanka (cricket)*
Mark Wyatt, United Kingdom (rugby)
Ray Wynter, Jamaica (cricket)*
Graham Yallop, Australia (cricket)*
Toru Yamaguchi, Japan (karate)
Mark Yanotto, United States (golf)
Nick Youngs, United Kingdom (rugby) Ric Zandvliet, Netherlands (squash)
Frank "Fuzzy" Zoeller, United States (golf)

IX. PLAYERS WHO HAVE RENEGED
The following players, who had pledged not to compete in South Africa in the
future, have reneged on their commitment:
Charles Athey, United Kingdom (cricket)
Roland Bertranne, France (rugby)
Gavin Briars, United Kingdom (squash) Francesco Cancellotti, Italy (tennis)
Andrew Chandler, United Kingdom (golf)
Chris Cowdrey, United Kingdom (cricket)
Denis Durnian, United Kingdom (golf)
Richard Ellison, United Kingdom (cricket)
Annex I

LIST OF SPORTS EXCHANGES WITH SOUTH AFRICA,
1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1990
The present annex lists all known sports exchanges with South Africa during the period from 1 January to 31 December 1990, based on available press, radio and other reports. As a number of minor exchanges have not been reported, this list is not complete.
The Register contained in annex II is a consolidated list of sportsmen and sportswomen who competed in South Africa from 1 September 1980 to 31 December 1990. The consolidated list also contains a few promoters and administrators who have been actively involved in encouraging sports exchanges with South Africa.

Archery
A team from South Africa competed in the world archery championships in Australia in April.

Athletics
Two South African road runners, Deon Holtzhausen and Stewart Peacock, who ran in the Night of Flanders 100 kilometre race in Belgium in contravention of South African Road Running Association rules, were suspended by their federation for three months.

It was reported that about 30 overseas runners had competed in the Comrades Marathon from Durban to Pietermaritzburg in May. They were from Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hungary, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland and the United States. Ulf Andersson (Sweden) and Jean-Marc Bellocq (France) were two of the overseas participants. They took part in the race without the approval of the South African Road Runners Association and South Africa's national controlling body.

Basketball
The Tera Electronics All Stars, a team from Taiwan, Province of China, played several matches in South Africa in April.

Boating (Dowerboating)
The following overseas powerboat pilots took part in the South African Powerboat Grand Prix at Benoni:

Federal Republic of Germany:
- Michael Werner
- Andy Elliott
- Dene Stallard

United Kingdom:
- United Kingdom's John Hill competed in the Wyko/Nampak Corrugated International Gold Cup meeting at Hartebeespoort Dam, South Africa.

Several overseas racers took part in the International Powerboat Championships held at Benoni's Rynfield Dam. They included:

Australia:
- Craig Bailey
- Phil Duggan
- John Hill

Peter Lindenberg of South Africa finished sixth in a powerboating competition at Zolder, Belgium, in May. He also competed in the Hungarian Grand Prix held on the Danube, the Italian Grand Prix held at Milan and in the French Powerboat Grand Prix at Chalon-sur-Saône.

Bowling (tenpin)
A four-member United States tenpin bowling team toured South Africa in June. The tour included three "test matches" against the Springboks. The team from the United States was made up of the following bowlers:

Pete McCordic
Carol Gianotti
John Troup
Jeanne Maiden

Boxing (professional)
The following overseas boxers took part in boxing contests in South Africa during 1990:

Men:
- Argentina: Rodolfo Gimenez
- Australia: Paul Toweel
- Colombia: Felipe Orozco
- Germany, Federal Republic of: Salvator Yanez, Jos6 Bautista, Juan Castro
- Mexico: Miguel Hernandez, Nigel Haddock
- United Kingdom: Phil Brown, Jake Corollo, F. Dubray
- United States: Tony Harrison, Freddie Hernandez, Roberto Herrera, Benito Rodriguez, Ramon Solis
- Puerto Rico: John Davies, Ramiro Lozano, Victor Mobley, Leroy Murphy, Nelson Rodriguez

Women:
- South Africa: Welcome Ncita retained his International Boxing Federation world junior featherweight title with a victory over Puerto Rican Ramon Cruz at Rome. Jerry Ngobeni of South Africa fought Ed Pollard from the United States on the same bill.
- South Africa: South African boxers Frangois Botha, Nika Khumalo and Dingaan Thobela fought against opponents from the United States at Dallas, Texas, in June.
- Manning Galloway of the United States beat South African Nika Kumalo in a World Boxing Organization (WBO) welterweight title fight at Lewiston, Maine, United States.
- South Africa: Welcome Ncita (South Africa) fought Geraldo Lopez (Panama) in an IBF junior featherweight title fight at Aosta, Italy, in September.
- South Africa: Dingaan Thobela fought Mexican Mauricio Aceves at Brownsville, United States, in September. The fight was organized by the WBO.
- South Africans: Brian Mitchell and Jerry Ngobeni fought overseas boxers at Aosta, Italy, in September.

Chess
- The British grandmaster, James Plaskett, took part in the South African Open Chess Tournament at Johannesburg in July.

Cricket
- A team of English cricketers toured South Africa in January/February 1990. It comprised the following players and officials:
Bill Athey Paul Jarvis
Kim Barnett Matthew Maynard
Chris Broad Tim Robinson
Chris Cowdrey Greg Thomas
Graham Dilley Alan Wells
Richard Ellison Mike Gatting, captain
Neil Foster John Emburey, vice-captain
Bruce French David Graveney, player-manager
Several Australian cricketers, including Kim Hughes, Rod McCurdy and Steve Smith, played for various teams in South Africa.
Peter Rawson of Zimbabwe played for Natal in the South African inter-provincial team during 1990.

Darts
A team of the South African Darts Association toured Europe in mid-1990. They started their tour in Switzerland in June. The rival South African Darts Board of Control, which is South Africa's official representative to the World Darts Federation (WDF), tried to stop the tour, which also included the United States and Australia.

Equestrian sport
Irish rider Caroline Anderson competed in the UTA Grand Prix showjumping competition held at Hartfield, South Africa, in February.
It was reported that three international riders had competed in the international horse show at Constantia, South Africa, in March. They were:
Geoff Billington, United Kingdom
Harry Marshall, Ireland
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Jimmy McCloskey (country unidentified) Golf
The following overseas golfers took African golf circuit during 1990: part in the South
Men
Germany, Federal Republic of:
Swaziland:
Switzerland:
United Kingdom:
United States:
Thomas Riechert
Joe Dlamini
André Bossert
David Armour Martin Bradley Simon Brown Denis Durnian Dominic Eagle Brian Evans David Feherty Jamie Gough Martin Green
Sandy Armour D. Armstrong Woody Austin Matt Baumann Jim Becker L. Birch
Mike Blewett Marty Board Kevin Bolles Charles Bolling Jeff Buder Bob Byman
Marty Caifano Mark Carnevale Tom Carr Mark Chitwood John Daly Joey Dixon
Scott Dunlap James Eilers David Erickson Mike Finster Robin Freeman Bill Givens Frank Goebel
Philip Harrison Mark James Brian Lawson Michael Lord Graham Oliver Lee
Scarbrow Murray Supple Graeme Whale Ferral Wieland
Jason Griffith Mo Gutman Martin Hall Tad Halloway Andy Harris Rick Hartman
Phil Hatchett Schalk Hattingh Kevin Hester K. Huff Tony Jackson Dana Jetter
Jim Johnson Jimmy Johnson Kevin Johnson William Kane Jeff Klein Dan Kochevar Todd Larsen Tom Lehman Jamie Locke Brian Mahon Brad Mays Mark McCann Ron McCann
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Bill McDonald Bob McDonnel Ted Meier Gordon Millar Robert Molt Tom Olson
Alan Pate Richard Price Rick Price Francis Quinn Jonathan Rinkevich Don Robertson Kevin Roles Ron Romanick Hugh Royer Marty Schiene Doug Schroeder
Zimbabwe:
Bob E. Smith Stuart Smith Sam Stein Chip Sullivan Tom Tolles Jay Townsend
George van Valkenburg Bruce Vaughan Fred Wadsworth Jim Wagner Tim Watson Scott Weisgerber Steve Whillock Ch3rlie Whittington John Williams
Steve Wilson Gary Young
Glenn James
United Kingdom: United States:
Jane Fernley Elizabeth Glass Sarah Haslam
Kristin Ericson Brenda Lunsford
Rae Hast Jane Hill Suzanne Strudwick
Meredith Marshall
The Royal Swazi Classic, held at Mbabane, Swaziland, forms part of the South African golf circuit. Most of the golfers taking part in the South African circuit, including the South Africans, compete in Swaziland.
South Africans Fulton Allem, Bobby Cole, Trevor Dodds, David Frost, Harold Henning, Gary Player, Denis Watson (Zimbabwean passport) and Wayne Westner competed in the United States golf circuit. The tournaments included:
Ameritech Senior Open, Traverse City, Michigan Anheuser-Busch Classic, Williamsburg, Virginia
Atlanta Classic, Marietta, Georgia
BC Open Tournament, Endicott,
Buick Open, Grand Blanc, Michigan
Byron Nelson Classic, Irving, Texas
Chrysler Cup Team Better-Ball, Sarasota, Florida
Colonial Tournament, Fort Worth, Texas
Crestar Classic, Manakin-Sabot, Virginia
Deerwood Country Club
Doral Open, Miami, Florida
Doug Sanders Celebrity Seniors Classic, Kingwood, Texas
Golf Classic, New York
Women
Most of the golfers taking part in the Hollard Swazi Sun Pro-Am at Mbabane, Swaziland, in June were South Africans. The tournament formed part of the South African winter circuit.

Sally Little and Nicky le Roux of South Africa took part in various tournaments in the United States, including the following:

- Big Apple Classic, New Rochelle, New York
- Corning Women's Classic, Corning, New York
- Hawaiian Women's Open, Ewa Beach, Hawaii
- Kemper Open, Maui, Hawaii
- LPGA Rochester, Rochester, New York
- LPGA Inverrary Tournament, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
- LPGA Classic, Lake Worth, Florida
- LPGA, Chesapeake, Virginia
- LPGA Classic, Buena Park, California
LPGA Tallahassee, Tallahassee, Florida
Maurier Classic, Kitchener
Mor Youngstown Classic, Youngstown, Ohio
Pat Bradley International, High Point, North Carolina
Rail Charity Classic, Springfield, Illinois
Sara Lee Classic, Nashville, Tennessee
United States PGA Bethesda, Bethesda, Maryland
Youngston Classic, Youngston, Ohio
Laurette Maritz, Alison Sheard and Sonja van Wyk of South Africa took part in the Ford Classic Women’s Tournament at Woburn, England, United Kingdom.
South Africans Laurette Maritz and Alison Sheard took part in the British Women's Open, at Woburn, England, United Kingdom.
Gavin Levenson and Christ Williams of South Africa competed in the Volvo Open at Florence, Italy.
South Africans Hugh Baiocchi and Gavin Levenson took part in the AGF Open at Montpellier, France.
Chris Williams of South Africa took part in the El Bosque Open at Valencia, Spain.
The following South Africans took part in the European golf circuit:
Hugh Baiocchi   Gary Player
John Bland       Wayne Player
Jeff Hawkes      Wayne Westner
Tony Johnstone   Chris Williams
Gavin Levenson
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The PGA tour included the following tournaments:
Belgian Open, Brussels, Belgium
Benson and Hedges International, St. Mellion, United Kingdom
BMW Open, Munich, Germany
British Open, St. Andrews, Scotland, United Kingdom
British Masters, Woburn, England, United Kingdom
British PGA Championship, Wentworth, United Kingdom
Cannes Open, Cannes, France
English Open, Sutton Coldfield, England, United Kingdom
European Open, Sunningdale, United Kingdom
European Masters, Crans-sur-Sierre, Switzerland
French Open, Chantilly, France
German Masters, Stuttgart, Germany
German Open, Dusseldorf, Germany
Grand Prix of Europe, Chepstow, Wales, United Kingdom
Irish Open, Dublin, Ireland
Italian Open, Monza, Italy
Lancôme Trophy, France
Monte Carlo Open, Monte Carlo, Monaco
Murphy's Cup, York, England, United Kingdom
PGA Championship, Birmingham, England, United Kingdom
Portuguese Open, Quinto Do Lago, Portugal
Scottish Open, Gleneagles, Scotland, United Kingdom
Gavin Levenson of South Africa took part in the Four-Stars Celebrity Tournament at Rickmansworth, United Kingdom, in June.
South Africans Paul Blaikie, Neville Clarke, Donald Gammon, Retief Goosen, Nic Henning, Peter Pascoe, Conrad Rauch, and Craig Rivett and took part in the English Open Amateur Strokeplay Championship, including the qualifying tournament, at Burnham, Somerset, England, United Kingdom.
Paul Blaikie and Donald Gammon of South Africa took part in the British Amateur Championship at Muirfield, Scotland, United Kingdom.
Tony Johnston of South Africa used his Zimbabwean passport to compete in the Dutch Open at Zandvoort in July.
South Africans John Fourie, Harold Henning, Simon Hobday and Gary Player took part in the British Senior Open at Turnberry, Scotland, United Kingdom.
South Africans Steve Jacobs and Jon Mannie took part in the Austrian Open at Salzburg in October.
The following overseas golfers took part in the Million Dollar Golf Tournament at Sun City, Bophuthatswana, in December:
Steve Elkington
Australia:
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Germany, Federal Republic of:
Spain:
United Kingdom: United States:
Gernhard Langer
José-Maria Olazabal
Sandy Lyle
Tommy Armour III Robert Games
Ken Green Tim Simpson

South African jockey Michael Roberts competed in the United Kingdom and other European countries during 1990.
Jockeys Felix Coetzee and Basil Marcus of South Africa competed in races in the United Kingdom.
Ice hockey
A team from Canada played several matches against a South African team in July and August. The Canadian team included Brian Wilke.
The "Fischer Invitation" ice hockey team from the Federal Republic of Germany played several matches against South African invitation sides at Johannesburg, South Africa, in September and October.
Karate
A South African tenshinkan karate team took part in the European Championships in Dundee, Scotland, United Kingdom, in August.
Motor sports
Moto-cross
Greg Albertyn (South Africa) took part in the Dutch Grand Prix in May, in the 125 cc moto-cross event.

Motor car racing
Several overseas drivers took part in the Supercart Grand Prix at Kyalami, South Africa, in January. The following were identified:
Ian Shaw, United Kingdom
Rainer Wimmer, Federal Republic of Germany

Bruce Joelson and Malcolm Smith of the United States competed in the four-wheel category of the Camel International Sun City 400 offroad race in January. Austrian Heinz Kinigadner took part in the twowheel category.
Sarel van der Merwe of South Africa took part in the Daytona 24 Hours event at Daytona Beach, Florida, in February.
South Africans Vito Bonafede and Serge Damseaux competed in the 1990 Scottish International Rally.
South African Wayne Taylor competed in the world sportscar championship held at Dijon, France, in July.
Several overseas racing drivers took part in the Yellow Pages 200 Meeting at Kyalami, South Africa, in November. They included:
Austria:
Karl Wendlinger
Germany, Federal Republic of:
Men
Roland Asch Franz Engstler Harold Grohs Armin Hahne Altfrid Heger Hans Kalaschek Kurt Konig Fritz Kreutzpointner
Pet Lanz Klaus Ludwig Jochem Mass Gunter Murmann Marcus Oestreich Jorg von Ommen Volker Strycek
Women
Ellen Lohr

Motorcycling
South African Jeremy Davies took part in the Camel Corsica 1000 endurance motorcycle event at Ajaccio in November.
British rider Rob Orme took part in the international Champion Grand Prix motorcycle class at Kyalami, South Africa.
Motorcyclists from the United Kingdom, France and Italy took part in the Motorcycle Arena Trials held at Nasrec, South Africa, in October. The following were identified:
Davide Barnoyer David Marchie Mark Jackson
Gilles Ciamon
France: Italy:
United Kingdom:
Jason Lawyer
Polo
A team representing the "British Isles" played several matches in South Africa in August. The team included the following players:
Hector Galindo Robert Graham
David Jamieson

Rugby
South Africans Naas Botha, Deon Lotter and Gert Smal played club rugby in Italy in 1990.
A rugby team from Montevideo, Uruguay, "The Old Christians", played several matches in South Africa in April. They were the guests of the South African Defence Force Rugby Association. The following players were identified:
Marcello Nicola Marcello Paullier
Alex Rodrigues Bernardo Saenz

Shooting
A group of pistol shooters from Pretoria, South Africa, competed at the National Pistol Association meeting at Bisley, United Kingdom, in May.
Shooters from 14 countries took part in the last leg of the World Cup series of sporting clay pigeon shooting at Sun City, Bophuthatswana. The following overseas participants were identified:
Men
Belgium: France:
United Kingdom:
Women
United Kingdom:
Thiery Delatre
Paul Natan (veteran section) George Lissajoux
George Hulme
Dave Payne
Denise Eyre
A team from Portugal also competed in the meeting.
Mick Rouse

Snooker
Derek Mienie of South Africa took part in the World Championships at Blackpool, England, United Kingdom.
South African Silvino Francisco took part in several snooker tournaments in England, United Kingdom, including the Mercantile Credit Classic at London, the British Open at Derby, the United Kingdom Snooker Championships at Preston and the World Professional Championships at Sheffield.
South African Peter Francisco competed in several snooker competitions in England, United Kingdom, including the Rothmans Grand Prix, Reading; Mercantile Credit Classic, Blackpool; World Snooker Championships, Sheffield; and British Open Snooker Championships, Derby.
Sauash
The following overseas players took part in competitions in South Africa during 1990:

**Men**
- United Kingdom: Paul Hands
- Australia: Celia Grenning
- New Zealand: Liz Irving
- United Kingdom: Annette Owen
- United States: Alison Cummings
- United Kingdom: Fiona Geaves
- United States: Demer Holleran
- Australia: C. Jennis
- New Zealand: Lisa Opie

**Women**
- United Kingdom: Stuart Hailstone
- Surfing
  - South African: Cass Collier and Justin Strong
  - Australia: Robbie Bain
  - United States: Michael Barry
  - Jeremy Byles
  - Chris Gallagher
  - Gary Elkerton
  - Damien Hardman
  - Gary Maisch
  - David Malherbe
  - Noel Rahme
  - Justin Strong

- Swimming
  - An overseas team of two divers (country unidentified): John McGhee and Danny O'Donnell
  - South African: Sean Maguire
  - Deon van Antwerpen

- Tennis
  - The following overseas players competed South Africa during 1990:

**Tennis**
- Australia:
Germany, Federal Republic of:
Israel: Italy:
Neil Borwick Darren Cahill Rod Chippendale
Frank Dennhardt Christian Geyer Alexander Mronz Jorg Muller
Michael Daniel
Ugo Colombini
John Fitzgerald Wally Masur
Harald Rittersbacher Martin Sinner Radek Zahraj
Amit Naor
Men
Women
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Jorge Lozano Marquez
United Kingdom: United States:
Jeremy Bates Stephen Botfield
Paul Chamberlin Kevin Curren Marty Davis C. Johnson Mark Keit Paul
Koscielski Johan Kriek Rick Leach
Gary Engelman James Turner
Scott Patridge T. Pawat Robert Seguso Greg van Emburgh Robert van't Hof
Robbie Weiss Tim Wilkison Todd Witsken
The following South tennis circuit:
Pieter Aldrich Neil Broad Danie Visser
Africans took part in the Australian
Gary Muller
Christo van Rensburg
The circuit included the following tournaments:
Australian Hardcourt Championship, Adelaide Australian Open, Melbourne New
South Wales Open, Sydney Queensland Open, Brisbane Round Robin
International, Salamander Bay
Rosalyn Fairbank Dinky van Rensburg
Lise Gregory
The circuit included the following tournaments:
Australian Open, Melbourne
New South Wales Open, Sydney
Queensland Open, Brisbane
Christo van Rensburg of South Africa took part in the New Zealand Open at
Auckland.
The following South Africans competed in the United States tennis circuit,
including the United States Open:
Peter Aldrich Dick Bosse Neil Broad Craig Campbell Royce Deppe Wayne
Ferreira Brent Haygarth Mark Kaplan Stefan Kruger Richard Lubner
Barry Moir Gary Muller David Nainkin Piet Norval Marcos Ondruska Michael
Robertson Grant Stafford Byron Talbot Christo van Rensburg Danie Visser
Mexico:
Men
Women
Men
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The circuit included the following tournaments:
ATP Championship, Cincinatti, Ohio
ATP Championship, Mason, Ohio
ATP Tournament, Los Angeles, California
Carolina
Champions Cup, Indian Wells, California
Hall of Fame, Newport, Rhode Island
Hamlet Challenge, Commack, New York
Indiana
International Players Championship, Key Biscane, Florida
Memphis Indoor Tournament, Memphis, Tennessee
Orlando Classic, Orlando, Florida
Pennsylvania
San Francisco Championships, San Francisco, California
United States Hardcourt Championships, Indianapolis
United States Pro Championships, Brookline, Massachusetts
United States Pro Indoor Tournament, Philadelphia,
United States Men's Clay Court, Kiawah Island, South
United States Open, Flushing Meadows, New York
United States Men's Hardcourt, Indianapolis, Indiana
Volvo Men's Tournament, San Francisco, California
Volvo International ATP Tournament, New Haven, Connecticut
Volvo, Chicago, Illinois
Washington Tennis Classic
WCT Tournament, Forest Hills, New York
Women Linda Barnard Lise Gregory
Amanda Coetzer Elna Reinach
Rosalyn Fairbank-Nideffer Karen Shimper
Robyn Field Dinky van Rensburg

The circuit included the following tournaments:
Arizona Women's Classic, Phoenix, Arizona
Claycourt Women's Tournament, Amelia Island, Florida
Great American Classic, San Diego, California
Indian Wells Tournament, Indian Wells, California
International Players Championship, Key Biscayne, Florida
OTB International, Schenectady, New York
Puerto Rico Open, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Tennis Classic, Arizona
United States Women's Hardcourt, San Antonio, Texas
United States Open, Flushing Meadows, New York
Virginia Slims Tournament, New York
Virginia Slims Tournament, New England
Virginia Slims Tournament, Nashville, Tennessee
Virginia Slims Tournament, California
Virginia Slims Tournament, Washington D.C.
Virginia Slims, Los Angeles, California
Virginia Slims Tournament, Chicago, Illinois
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Virginia Slims Tournament, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Virginia Slims, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Virginia Slims, Newport, Rhode Island Women's Classic Indianapolis, Indiana
Women's Tournament, Boca Raton, Florida
Women's Classic, Wichita, Kansas WTC Tournament, Phoenix, Arizona
Bob Hewitt and Frew McMillan, South Africa, competed in the senior section of the United States Open.

Neil Broad of South Africa took part in the Skydome World Tournament at Toronto, Canada, presumably using a British passport.
Michelle Anderson, Robyn Field and Mariaan de Swardt of South Africa took part in the Vanessa Philips Women's Satellite Tournament at Haifa, Israel, in March.
South Africans Neville Godwin and Vaughn Snyman participated in an international juniors tournament at Labaule, France, in June.
The following South Africans were allowed to take part in the European tennis circuit in 1990:
Men Peter Aldrich Mark Kaplan
Lan Bale Stefan Kruger
Dean Botha Gary Muller
Craig Campbell Michael Robertson
Royce Deppe Grant Stafford
Steve Devries Christo van Rensburg
Wayne Ferreira Danie Visser
The tournaments included:
Beckenham Law Championship, London, England, United Kingdom
French Open, Paris, France
Geneva Open, Geneva, Switzerland
Grand Prix Tournament, Manchester, England, United Kingdom
Men's Indoor Tournament, Lyons, France
Men's Indoor Tournament, Toulouse, France
Men's International, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany
Men's Indoor Tournament, Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany
Monte Carlo Open, Monte Carlo, Monaco
Queen's Grasscourt Championship, London, England, United Kingdom
Swiss Indoor Tournament, Basel (Baal), Switzerland
Wembley Tournament, London, England, United Kingdom
Women Linda Barnard Rikkie Gaddie
Rosalyn Fairbank-Nideffer Elna Reinach
Robyn Field Dinky van Rensburg
The tournaments included:
Beckenham Law Tennis Tournament, London, England, United Kingdom
Eastbourne Championships, Eastbourne, England, United Kingdom
Edgbaston Women's Grasscourt Tournament, Birmingham, England, United Kingdom
European Indoor Tournament, Zurich, Switzerland
European Women's Open, Geneva, Switzerland
French Open, Paris, France
Italian Open, Rome, Italy
Mercedes Cup, Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany
West German Women's Open, Federal Republic of Germany
Women's International, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany
Women's Tournament, Strasbourg, France

Joannette Kruger (South Africa) competed in the Bournemouth HiTec Satellite Tournament.

Several South Africans took part in a junior international tournament at Surbiton, United Kingdom, in June.

The following South African tennis players participated in the Lawn Tennis Championships 1990 at Wimbledon, London, England, United Kingdom, in June/July, including the qualifying tournament at Roehampton:

Men
- Pieter Aldrich
- Stefan Kruger
- Lan Bale
- Gary Muller
- Dean Botha
- David Nainkin
- Neil Broad
- Piet Norval
- Craig Campbell
- Marcos Ondruska
- Royce Deppe
- Michael Robertson
- D. Dyer
- Grant Stafford
- Wayne Ferreira
- Byron Talbot
- Brent Haygarth
- Christo van Rensburg
- Mark Kaplan
- Danie Visser
- Amanda Coetzer
- Lise Gregory
- Mariaan de Swardt
- Elna Reinaeh
- Rosalyn Fairbank
- Dinky van Rensburg

Lise Gregory (South Africa) competed in a Grand Prix Women's tournament at Leipzig, German Democratic Republic, in September.

Wayne Ferreira, Michael Robertson and Christo van Rensburg of South Africa took part in the Israeli Men's Classic at Tel Aviv, Israel, in October.

South African Christo van Rensburg competed in the Marlboro Championships in Hong Kong in October.
Peter Aldrich, Neil Broad, Gary Muller and Danie Visser of South Africa competed in the IBM/ATP World Doubles Tournament at Sanctuary Cove, Australia, in November.

Water-skiing
A European water-ski team competed in several tournaments in South Africa. The following team members were identified:
- France: Fredéric Becker, Herve Henry, Patrick Gaveau, Yvon le Gall
- Switzerland: Jean Eric Freudiger
- United Kingdom: Nicola Racey

Christy Carlson (United States) took part in the Ambre Solaire Classic national jet ski championship in South Africa in April.

Yachting
South Africans Dave Abromowitz, Bobby Bongers, Ted Kuttel, Bertie Reed and Hanno Teuterberg took part in the Portnet Bartolomeu Dias race from Cape Town to Lisbon in March.

Ian Ainsley of South Africa competed in the J-22 world championship in Maryland, United States, in August.

South Africa's Rick Nankin and his yacht crew competed in the Cowes Week in the United Kingdom in August.

Two South Africans, Bertie Reed sailing "Grinaker", and John Martin in "Allied Bank", are taking part in the 1990/91 BOC Challenge single-handed Round the World race. It began off Newport, Rhode Island, in September 1990.
Gonzalez Beccar-Varela Sliso Branca Marcello Campo Diego-Maria Cash Andrés Courreges Serafin Dengra Jorge de Prat Gray Ricardo de Vedia Francesco Elizagar
* Names marked with a single asterisk are new listings.
country Argentina Chess Golf Hockey Polo Rugby
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Juan Pablo Piccardo Alejandro Schiavo Hugo Porta Fabian Turnes Alejandro Puccio Ernesto Ure Diego Cuenesta Silva Fernando Venegas Martin Sansot Domingo Beriatua (administrator) Oscar-Carlos artinez-Basante (manager) Hector Silva (coach)
Rugby teams Shooting Tennis Aeronautics Boardsailing Boating (inflatable) Body building Bowls Boxing (professional) Cricket Cordoba Fisherton College Los Toros (also known las Naciones) St. George's College Alvero Aquico Braghini Gurcio Men Jos6-Luis Clerc Gonzalo Fernandez Women A. Perez Gimenez* as Banco de Muga Ranfgeni Recio Robert Saad Guillermo Vilas Tracey Tabart Men Greg Beecham
Ben Derwent Bruce Gardner
Men
Sammy Ioanides Barry Salter Kevin Barry Paul Toweel
Mike Haysman Glen Hughes Kim Hughes
Women
Pascale Menage
Bernie Kelly
Women
Kathy Illington
Vic Toweel
John Maguire Rod McCurdy Steve Smith
Argentina (cont 'd)
Rugby
(cont 'd)
Australia
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Australia (cont 'd)
Murray Hall
Ben Lyons
Crampton
Devlina Elkington* Gale Graham Jones
Graham Marsh Greg Norman Ted Power
Peter Thompson C. Witcher
Australian national team
Gymnastics Horse racing Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Netball Polo
Powerboating Powerlifting
Rugby
Phillip Cheetham Darren Gauci Alan Jones
Monica Duncan Cheryl Thomas
Allison Emes Jenny Ward
Joanne Kinsman Ann Watson
Roberta Monaghan Katie Wright
Kathy Stevens Wendy Young
Lorraine Deceker (manager) Irene Timothy (coach)
Jaime Mackay Craig Bailey
Peter Carr
Mike Nielson Ian Purdon
Yuris Sterns (manager and coach)
William Campbell Greg Martin
Glen Ella Rod McCall
Roger Gould Sandy Muston
Mike Hartill Ian Williams
Tom Lawton
Kerry Fitzgerald (referee) Joe French (official) Bob Templeton (coach) Charles Wilson (manager)
a Now living in the United States of America.
Cycling
Golf
Bruce Bruce Steve Terry
David Brian
Gyimkana
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Eddie Charlton
Men
Squash
Surfing Tennis
Frank Donnelly R. George D. Haseltine Geoff Hunt Mark Mounsey Tristan
Nancarrow Greg Pollard Chris Robertson
Ross Thorne Dean Wallace
Dean Williams
Greg Anderson Robbie Bain Michael Barry* Rabbit Bartholomew Paul Burnett
Jeremy Byles* Ian Cairns
Greg Day Ted Deerhust
Luke Egan Gary Elkerton Bryce Ellis
Gary Green Damien Hardman Cheyne Horan Derek Hind James Jennings Wes
Laine Kingsley Looker Barton Lynch
Men
Neil Borwick* Ross Case Pat Cash
Rod Chippendale Peter Doohan Brad Drewitt
Broderick Dyke Mark Edmundson H. Egger Wayne Hampson
Ian Barclay (coach)
John Ireland
Paul Kronk Carl Limberger Brett Richardson
Andrew Ritter A. Seymour J. Smith Kim Warwick Mark Woodford Simon Youl
Australia (cont’ d)
Snooker
Women
Rae Anderson
Sharon Bradey G. Breckon Vicki Cardwell Carin Clonda Celie Grenning* Liz
Irving C. Jennis* Mary Jo Reid
Rhonda Thorne Margaret Zachariah
Dave McCaulay Richard Marsh John Mingram Dave Monley Mark Occhilupo
John Payne Matthew Pitts Tony Ray Mark Richards Mark Scott Roger Shackleton
Greg Smith Gary Timerley John van der Kork Graham Wilson Glen Winton Paul
Wise
Nicky Wood Brett Worth
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Tennis (cont’d)
Women
I. Cunningham Louise Field Nerida Gregory Susan Katzen
Tracy Morton Pam Whytcross P. Wignal
Water-skiing
Ken Derry Jr. Dodd Dwyer Wayne Farrell
Franz Kirsch Bradley Mead John Pennay
Ken Derry (manager)
Women
Sharon Stekelenburg
Shane Pugh
Brett Sands David Shadwell
Rod Trevillian Robbie Woods
Wrestling (professional)
Caveman Harris
Mario Milano
Peter Sladerer
Austrian National Freshwater Angling Team
Archery
Boardsailing
(windsurfing) Bodybuilding
H. Heger Walter Indra W. Panzenberger
Men
P. Krenn Alfred Tischler Walter Wurzinger
Bernard Brandstaetter
Helmut Turk
Gunther Sessler
H. Studeny
Women
Karin Hauser I. Lehner U. Muller
Marco Brandstaetter
Norbert Sattler Andi Wolfhardt Karl Robatsch
Georg Aschacher Gerhard Mitmannsgruber Walter Obersberg
Kurt Raingruber Wolfgang Ranmierstorfer
Eddie Wolfhardt
Max Raub (coach)
Gerhard Schonbacher Wolfgang Teinicke Klaus Traxler G. Trost Horst Ziering
Australia
(cont’d)
Men
Austria
Angling
Canoeing Chess Cycling
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Austria (cont’d)
Joseph Schalk
Robert Blaschka Peter Carlson Franz Laimer
Men
Gudrun Gabriel
Cycling (veterans) Fencing
Football (soccer) Golf Gymnastics
Men
Stefan Fussenegger Udo Kalb
Werner Moerz inger
Women
Irene Binder Sandra Boesch Rosa Dvoracek (coach) Astrid Waldman (coach)
Birgit Schier
Perry Gronstra Johann Urhofer
Thomas Urhofer Rainer Wimmer
Lifesaving
Austrian National Life Saving Team
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Motorcycling Table tennis
Gerhard Berger
Niki Lauda Walter Lechner Andreas Perschl
Heinz Kingadner*
Men
Heimo Blacher D. Fetter Manfred Gosdam Anton Hummel
Fritz Riendl Mercedes Stemitz Karl Wendlinger*
Heinz Muller Bernhardt Violesi F. Wladhausl
Women
Evelyn Eckel Peter Feigl
A. Naikbauer
Elfriede Wiltsche
Bernhard Pils
Robert Teurezbacher
Dietmar Posch
Karting
Tennis
Water-skiing
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Cricket
Athletics
Boxing (professional)
Cycling
Cycling (veterans)
Disabled sports Equestrian sport
Barbados
Pierre Ryckwaert
Michael Cant Chris da Craeme Remi van Ophem Zoe Bates
Collis King Dexter Toppin Emerson Trotman
Hartley Alleyne Sylvester Clarke Rod Estwick Allinson Johnson
Eddie Feliers Jacques Huesdeus Nestor Meert Jean-Paul Praet Andre Reinaert
Bachir Chaarane Franky Decaesstecker Philippe Fondue
(manager)
R. Beelaert Edrich Bloem J. Bonnel R. Bukacke Dov Colman P. de Block A. de
Mits Arnold Demunck Frans Dubbeldam J. Vandamme (manager) A. Verbraeken
(manager)
Rene van Welde Pol van Winkel Frangoise Mathy
Fons Bastijns
Golf
Gymnastics
Marie-Noelle Herkens Dominique Pelser
Fabiola Gillet
Aileen van der Hagen Willie Plume (coach)
a Now residing in the Netherlands.
Lucien Taelman Piet van den Berghe Patrick van den Broecke Emile van den
Herrenweghe
Freddie Demeulenaere Yves Monsieur Jose Seys
P. Goethals Eddie Merckx Marcel Serlippins Stan Tourney Jean van der Berghe
Koen van der Laeken P. van Rentergen C. Verplanke
W. Vinke
Belgium
Football (soccer)
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Belgium
(cont’d)
Hockey
Ice skating
J. D. Buisset Patrick Danfrenses A. de Clerk P. Germonpre Robert GucassoJean-
Marc Hallet D. Hanet
0. Hanssen Thierry Manneback D. Meese Michael Derweduven (coach Luc
Mellotte (captain)
Eric Krol
E. Muschs L. Putters Jean-Philippe Remy Patrick Remy J. M. Sterno Denis
Thibaut de Maissieres Eric van den Bemben Bernard van Strijdonck
Linda van Troyen
Judo
Motor sports
(car racing and Grand Prix)
Shooting
Tennis
Eric Andans Freddy Billon Patrice Brouwers Wim de Bruycken
Thierry Boutsen
Thierry Delatre* G. Hoef
Men
Bernard Boileau P. Brewerman Alain Brichant Johan de Preter Dennis Langaskens
Raymond de Clerc Nico de Mexhalck Rudy Fruylier
Jacky Ickx
Paul Natan*
(veteran section)
E. Priem
J. P. Richter C. van der Weghe J. van Iangendonck
Women
Karel de Muynck Ilse de Ruyscher Marlene de Wouters
I. Dumont Anne Gabriel N. Mabille
Water-skiing
Jean Claude d'Bigarde Walter Kees Yves St. Viteux
Nadine de Ceuster
A. Salazar
Matthews Motshwarateu Terrence Mophuting
Men
Bolivia Botswana
Golf
Women
Athletics Football
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Brazil
Manuel D'Almeida
Pereira dos Santos
Boxing (professional) Football
Golf
Gymnastics
Hang gliding Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix) Tennis
Jaime Gonzalez
Men
Women
Joao Levy Pepe Lopez
R. Boesel Nelson Piquet
Jacqueline Pires
Ayrton Senna
Chico Serra
Men
Marcos Hocevar Carlos Kirmayr
T. Koch Cassio Motta
Women
Athletics (veterans) Boardsailing Boxing (professional) Equestrian sport
Luciana Corsata
Claudia Monteiro Don Farquharson
Michael Fabbro Derwith Frazer
L. Schwanke Stefan Fekner
Jimmy Gradson
Jimy Elder
Paulinho Amorin Julio Cesar Coelho
Valmio Roberto Bitencourt Morais Joao-Freitas Camilo Waldek Almeida
Gaucho Cunho Nascimento
Nilson Severino Dias Otair Nogueira Pessoa
Kaka Ferreira Jorge Pinto
Amaurio Filho Alfonsinho Reis
Paulo Cesar Martins Thadeu Ricci
Canada
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Men
David Ahern Al Balding
Frank FLdwnds
M. Siegfried B. Stewart
Ken Tarling
Women
Patty Grant
Horse racing Ice hockey Motor sports (car racing)
Rugby
Squash
Swimming
Lloyd Duffy
Kevin O'Neill
Rick Bye Claude Gou Richard Laporte Hans de Goede
Roe Hindson Jamie Hickox
Gail Amundrud
Robert King, Jr.
Brian Wilke* Jacques Lelievre Brian Macolm David Tennyson Spence Mdravish
Gary Waite
P. Kolaric
B. Millar
Wrestling (professional)
Boxing (professional)
Football
Hockey
Kojak Kirk
Jos4 Antonio Badilla
Oscar Fabbiani
Alejandro Albertz Pablo Boetsch Patricio Boffil
Joaquim Juaco Ricardo Kapsch Alfredo Klempan Martin Koster Daniel Montoya
Roberto Ordofaez
Mario Varas
Rodrigo Ordofiez Juan Ortigosa
Andrés Ropero Sven Schonborn
Michael Stockings Andrés Sureda
Gustavo Thiermann Joaquim Wessel Andrés Ziapel
Patricio Sasso
Canada (cont'd)
Golf
Tennis
Chile
Horse racing
Roberto Sasso

Chile (cont'd)
Colombia
Costa Rica Côte d'Ivoire Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Motor sports
(Grand prix) Polo
Rugby
Tennis Boxing (professional) Golf Gymnastics
Angling Boxing (professional) Golf
Tennis Cycling
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Eliseo Salazar
Alejandro Fantini Fernando Fantini Juan Eduardo Labbe
Gerardo Valdes Universidad Catolica Te, Andrés Carrasco Daniels Andrés
Gardulski
Robinson Ureta Luis Lazano Felipe Orozco Eduardo Herrera Raul Tello Rogelio
Pardo Jorge Delgado Jean-Baptiste Ahoule
Keita Ibrahima (manager Libor Pimek Gerdt Frank
Gonzalo Valdes Francisco Ochagavia Rodrigo Vial
IM
Julio Hoschschild
Francisco Panella
Tomas Polo Juan Rodriguez
and interpreter)
Michael Marcussen
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Tennis Water-skiing
Boxing
Jan Hendriksen
H. Jentsch Lisbeth Hoyerb Francisco Alvarez
Eduardo Batista Danilo Cabrera
Rafael Ramos Rafael Rodriguez Julio Solo Solana
a Residing in Germany. b Residing in South Africa.
Dominican Republic
Andrés Gomez Madgi Saad Ahmed Safwat
Mudassar Saned
Fiji
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Aeronautics
(parachuting)
Athletics
Boardsailing
Boxing (professional)
Golf
Keke Rosberg
Jean-Paul Castel Patrick Paris
Jean-Marc Belloqc
B. Gimenez
Fabrice Benichou Jean Chanet Kamel Djadda Philippe Fondu (manager)
Jacques Rantet
Yves Noesmoen
Alain Limarola Daniel Londas Frank Tiozzo
Men
D. Bainee Quentin Dabson Jean-Paul Gachet
Yvan Houssin
Arnauld Human
0. Leglise P. Wakeford G. Watine
Women
Elaine Berthet
Cecilia Mourgu d'Algue Sophie Lapaire
Marie Louise Lorenzi Laurence Schmidlin
Ecuador
Tennis Squash Rugby
Savenaca Aria Sairusi Nayamolikolu
Niko Baleiverata Joseva Qoro
Pio Batiniu Alipate Rabitu
Tomasi Camaneiseniroi Epeli Rakai Alifereti Dere Belagio Rara
Iokimi Finau Ilisoni Sailosi
Taitaifono Fone Kaiyava Salusalu
Asaeli Hughes Laitai Savai
Viliame Lilidamu Laitai Savailfiremi
Aidake Nadolo Tawake
Epeneri Naituki Esala Teleni
Rusiate Namoro Joe Toga
Nalaco Naivogo Eatisoni Vaktalai
Paula Nawalu Severo Waganibau
Milton Floyd (assistant manager) Arthur Jennings (manager) Kirk Jennings (coach) Kili Rakaroi (captain)
Finland

France

France (cont ’d)
Hang gliding Horse racing
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Motorcycling
Power boating
Roland Bertranne (assistant manager) Albert Ferasse (administrator) Renfi
Hourquet (referee) Pierre Massac (coach) Francis Palmade (referee) Gerard
Verdoulet (coach)
Georges Lissajoux*
Gerard Ihevenock
Guy Guinard Alain Lequeux
Phillipe Alliot
Rene Arnoux Jean Francois Balde Claude Ballot-Lena Alain de Cadenet Louis
Descartes Philippe de Henning Jean Pierre Frey F. Hesnault J. Jarier
Jean-Claude Justice
Davide Barnoyer*
Francois Salabert
Pierre Berbizier
Serge Blanco Daniel Bustaffa Manuel Carpentier Jean Claude Castagnet Marc
Cecillon Denis Charvet Didier Codorniou Daniel Debrocco Phillipe Dintrans
Pierre Dospital Jean Philippe Elhorga Jean Pierre Elissalde Dominique Erbani
Filles Fargues
Patrick Faure Jean Pierre Fauvel Bertrand Gallion Jerome Gallion
Serge Garbnernet Jean Pierre Garuet Bernard Herrero Joris Benoit (coach)
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Jean-Baptiste Lafont Pierre Lancas James Legarto
Jean Patrick Lescarboura Alain Lorieux Alain Malieg Claude Martinez
Patrick Mesny Michel Montsarrat Philippe Pelissier Jean-Marc Pigeaud Aime
Ravier Laurent Rodriguez Patrick Ruiz Jean-Marc Saudete Philippe Sella Alain
Teule Richard Vasheron Pascal Vincent Bernard Vivies Jean Paul Volff
Eric Saint Martin Yves Saint Martin
Dominique Lacaud Jacques Lafitte Jamel Messaoudi Patrick Oudet Didier Peroni
Alain Prost Jean-Louis Ricci Antoine Salamin Philippe Streiff
Patrick Tambey Bob Wollek
Gilles Ciamon*
Rugby
Shooting
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Eric Claudel
Men
Peter Ballauf Christophe Casa C. Cordeu Pascal Deniau Guy Forget Bernard Fritz
P. Gruchet Yannick Hesse
P. Kuchna Henri Leconte Rafael Pedros B. Raifaitin Laurent Rizzo Thierry Tulasne P. Ventura
Women
Ann Bayard
Marie-Christine Damas
Lydia Vanhille Corrine Vanier
Germany,
Federal
Republic of
Triathlon Water-skiing Aeronautics Angling
Badminton
Roland Bertrand Michel Gavet
Frédéric Becker Patrick Gaveau Herve Henry
Manfred Strossenreuther
Werner Daub Werner Dobler Manfred Lang Bernh Mehr Gerhard Sessler
(manager) Horst Ulrick (manager)
Thierry Henri Falrice Trousset
Yvon le Gall Marie Pierre Signeur Thierry Tellier
Heinz Memal Roland Strunz Reiner Wahling
Men
Volker Eiber Stefan Frey Harald Klauer
Thomas Kunster Ulrich Rost
Markus Teurnich
Women
Martina Esser
Mechthild Hagemann Dorett Hokel
 Boardsailing
Boxing (professional)
Ralph Bachschuster
A. Ohm
Bernd August Manfred Jassmann Ethem Ozekalim Horst Nabolch (manager)
Wolfgang Welke (manager)
Catherine Hoppe Petra Wilden Birgit Zorn
Bjorn Schrader Klaus Walther
Andreas Prox Salvator Yanez*
France (cont Id)
Squash
Tennis
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Germany, Federal Republic of (cont'd)
Bridge Chess Cycling
Werner Schneider Dirk Schroeder
Robert Hubner Hans Gunther Kestler
Wilhelm Groin Umoller Josias Prinz zu Waldeck Ludek Pachman
Men
Women
Christine Bischof (manager)
Equestrian sport Fencing Golf
Gymnastics
Klaus Brinkmann
Volker Fischer Jan Kiver Franz Mohwald
V. Bernhardt Oliver Eckstein W. Herrman T. Hubner
Rudi Zimmermann
Peter Spies
Heiner Thade
C. Knauss T. Kugelmuller Bernhard Langer Thomas Riechert*

Men
Jurgen Aeiger Lutz Lehmann
Kalus Deneke Gerland Noring
Manfred Diehl Wolfgang Roth
Pieter Diehl Joachim Schneider
Reinhardt Dietze Michael Vetter
Thomas Gross Wolfgang Wagner
Albert Haschar Holger Wochnowski
Steffen Jeschke
Wolfgang Heiber (coach) Zbigniew Kamasinski (coach)
a Resident in South Africa.
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Germany,
Federal Republic of (cont’d)
Gymnastics (cont’d)
Michael Kreher (coach) Volker Rohrwick (coach)
Women
Andrea Bieger Karen Engelhardt Simone Engelhardt Ewa Kuzla Brigitta Lehmann
Ice hockey Ice skating
Karting
Bob Baier
Pit Hinfurdner Fischer Invitation Ice
Torsten Ostheimer
Hans-Juergen Fueller Hanspeter Keifer Horst Linn
Suk--Ching Li Bitte Meyer
Kathrin Rathleef
Beate Umlauf
Peter Tedge
Hockey Team
Norbert Schramm
Christian Maerz
D. Schumacher
B. Seibold
Modern
pentathlon
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Arno Bauhaus Achim Bellmann Volker Jenniches
Rosetta Kirsch Peter Kuhn
Men
Roland Asch Hans Bernartz
Andy Bovensiepen Fredi Briegl
Walter Brun Jurgen Ditzinger Jochen Dauer
Edgar Doren Franz Engstler* Hans Frechen
Peter Fritsch Harold Grohs Amin Hahne*
Bepi Handscher Alfrid Heger* Hans Heyer
Frank Jelinski Reinhold Joest Hans Kalaschek* Friedhelm Kloppper Dieter Koll
Kurt Konig* Siegfried Kopcke Herbert Kraal Fritz Kreutzpointner* Peter Lanz*
Niki Leutweiler Peter Lippmann Klaus Ludwig Jochen Mass Siggi Muller Volker
Merl Helmut Mundas Gunter Murmann* Thomas Neubert Marcus Oestreich*
Georg Pacher Albert Pfuhl Rudiger Schmidt Dieter Schornstein Karl-Heinz
Schrey Hans Stuck
Volker Strycek* Manfred Trinty Renet Vogt Leopold von Bayern Jorge von
Ommen Volker Weidler Rainer Wimuer* John Winter Wolfgang Wolf
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Germany,
Federal Republic of (cont’d)
Motor sports (car racing and
Grand Prix) (cont’d)
Powerboating
Women
Ellen Lohr
Klaus Groetchel Herman Gruber
Peter Komoll Hans Krage
Susanne Schmidt
Manfred Loth Rudi Reis Michael Werner
Gunther Hans
Bonner SC: team members formed from Hannover, Rietberg and Wiedenbruck:
Norbert Amort Wolfgang Doring Friedrich Dreyer Frank Enklaar Heinz Fiedler
Rolf Hartwig
Jurgen Howeimeyer Robert Twele (manager)
C. Collkommer
Frank Posse
Ludger Josef Hunpe Klaus-Ulrich Klob Hans Lamberjohann Hans Lothar Macht
Klaus Wichman Horst Paul Wolfgang Manfred Wundram
Women
Barbara Hamerschmidt
Men
Boris Becker Hans-Dieter Beutel Nils Brandau
T. Busch Frank Dennhardt* Klaus Eberhard Stefan Eggmayer Peter Elter
A. Ender Thomas Fergg
o. Freund T. Froerer Ian Fudella Stefan Fug
R. Gehring Christian Geyer Rene Gramminger M. Groeger Marcus Hintermeier
Alex Hornung Dieter Jdhlea
T. Kosmol Florian Krumrey Klaus Langenbach Julian Link H. Lins Gerald
Marzenell Tore Meinecke Peter Moraing Alexander Mronz Jorg Muller Libor
Nemecek Milan Palme J. Peter Peter Pfannkoch Karsten Popp Wolfgang Popp T.
Reinz
a Formerly a Danish citizen.
Rowing
Rugby
Shootiing Squash
Tennis
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Germany,
Federal Republic of (cont d)
Tennis (cont' d)
Frank Rieker Carl-Uwe Steeb
D. Riekert Alex Stepanek
Harald Rittersbacher H. Suess
Herbert Sandberg Harold Theissen
K. Saniter Paul Vienings
Thomas Schaeck Michael Westphal
A. Siber Christoph Zipf
Martin Sinner* Radek Zahraj*
Holger Speker
Hans Winkler (administrator)
Women
Elize Berger Bettina Bunge
Alice Danila Heidi Eistelchner
Sylvia Freye Sabine Hack Sylvia Hanika Ute Janowski
Jacqueline Kubsch Cornelia Lechner Cora Linnemann Gabriella Maluga Andrea Maurer Martina Pawlik
Beate Reinstadler Pamela Wallenfels
Water-skiing
Berndt Jung
Max Revlein
Steffani Herman Susi Strack
General
Golf
Motor sports (car racing) Horse racing
Rugby
Athletics Aeronautics
(parachuting) Boxing (professional)
Unterhagen Sports Club (Munich) V. Karatzias
Costas Los
Dimitris Papandreou
Waichong Mawing Chris Wynne-Potts Attila Kovacs
Irish national team Jonjo Green
Equestrian
sport
Golf
Men
Women
Paul Darragh Harry Marshall*
David Feherty Christy O’Connor J. O’ Flynn
Caroline Anderson*
J. O’ Leary
L. Owens
Men
Women
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary Ireland
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Hockey Horse racing
Tommy Allen Alvin Carson John Cole
Norman Crawford John Blythe (manager) Terry Gregg (coach)
Pat Eddery
Simon Filgas
Johnny McVicken Kenny Morris
John Reid
Ivor Greenwood
Motor sports (car racing and
Grand Prix)
Derek Daly
John Mc~inleyb
Kenneth Crossan Robbie McGrath
Paul Dean A. McLennan
D. Fitzgerald Gerry McLoughlin
Harry Harbison John Murphy
John Hewitt Anthony O’leary
Jerry Holland Frank Quinn
Alan Irwin John Robbie
David Irwin George Wallace
Roman Kearney
Ronald Dawson (official) Robert Ganly (administrator) Noel Henderson (official)
J. Kiernan (coach) Malcolm Little (tour doctor)
Patrick Madigan (manager) Harry McKibben (official) Syd Millar (manager) Jack Siggins (official)
Rugby Squash
Women
Rebecca Best Marjorie Burke
Mary Byrne
Tug-of-war
Irish national team
a Some of the hockey players could be from Northern Ireland.
b He could be from Northern Ireland.
Ireland (cont ‘d)
Karting
Men
Willy Hosey Matt Doyle
Tennis
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Bowls
Boxing (amateur)
Israel
Women
Miriam Jankelowitz Hilton Cohen Sam Skudowitz
Men
Cecil Bansky
Louis Chatow Victor Cohen Avi Ben David Robert Drukman Alan Goldman Alex Guber
Gymkhana Gymnastics
Soccer Squash Tennis
Israeli national team
Yehoda Bello
Limor Freidman
Petah Tikva Team
Men
Tal Ben Shahar
H. Aronowitz Michael Daniel  
T. Frischer Shlomo Glickstein Ofer Gorsky A. Green Doron Hartal o. Jacob  
Yuval Karutzi  
G. Kovalski  
Johnny Moyal T. Sirak  
Women  
Claire Levine  
M. Langman Boaz Merenstein Oren Motevassal Amit Naor Shahar Perkiss T.  
Roma S. Rosenberg J. Shenish E. Sinai Tomer Zimmermann  
Volleyball Athletics Boardsailing  
Alpha-Beton Team Boris Bakmaz  
Men  
Karl Anderland Alfredo Barbera Paolo Barozzi Cesare Cantagalli  
Women  
Manuela Arcidiacono Elena Giolai  
Bowling (tenpin)  
Men  
Raimondo Capodaglio Giovanni Nuzzo  
Maurizio Leporatti Vincenzo Pottino Helmut Reif  
Sonia Greco Irene Sensini  
Rossano Rossi Stefano Schiano  
Manny Levinsky Clive Levy David Mazat Sam Omana Eben Roman  
Italy  
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Mario Tomassini  
Barbarossa (manager)  
Enrico Vietre  
Women  
Edith Casolaro  
Ambra-Luisa Facta Patrizia Puccinelli (manager)  
Marilena Ferrari Silvana Panzini  
Cycling  
Golf Gymnastics Karting Modern pentathlon  
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)  
Motorcycling  
Luca Accoli Sergio Bettiol  
Franco Bellardi Mario Bodei  
Fausto Benno Marzio Borelli  
Gianni Boscolo Ilio Pastori  
Oriano Brugnoni Sergio Pastori  
Umberto Buselli Gigi Pavan  
S. Carboni Walter Piram  
Francesco Cattarin R. Rabitti
Stefano Colla Gianni Robuschi  
Tiziano Fava A. Salvi  
Angelo Gernari Beppe Salvina  
L. Giabani Claudio Sartor  
Mauriziano Guareschi Nando Sdevanin  
M. Mayer Renato Silvello  
Livio Mora Mario Trcmbi  
Stefano Notari M. Zoppi  
M. Oggero  
Sergio Bianchi (assistant manager)  
Aliveirio Cendron (manager) Giampiario Maestri (manager) Francesco Moser (coach)  
B. Dassu Maria Misurielli A. Devand Daniele Massala  
Michael Alboareto Mauro Baldi  
Fabrizio Barberio Pasquale Barberio  
Elio de Angelis Andrea de Cesaris Teo Fabi Carlo Facetti Giorgio Francia  
Martino Finotto  
David Marchie*  
Pietro Molteni R. Trapella Piero Simon  
Maurizio Gellini Piercarlo Ghinzani B. Giancomelli Olindo Jacobelli  
Pierluigi Martini Piero Moretti Ricardo Patrese Romeri Randaccio Bruno Sotty  
Gigi Taverna  
Italy (con't)  
Bowling (cont'd)  
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Men  
David Boredo Francesco Cancellotti Paolo Cane  
Ivano Cappelloni Ugo Colombini M. Flippeschi Michele Fioroni Alessandro  
Fornaro  
Daniel Marco E. Marturano Silvio Moine Ocleppo Alberto Paris Roberto Raffa  
Angelo Tanganelli Marco Tura  
Women  
Sabina Simuonds  
Tower diving  
Men  
Boxing (professional) Golf  
Danilo Cogrossi Enrico Stella Ryoji (judge)  
Women  
Cristina Betti Yoshida (referee)  
Isao Aoki  
Masashiko Tanaka (coach) H. Veda  
Motor sports (car racing)  
Athletics (track and field)  
Gill Findlay  
Vincent Rakabaele
Ernest Tjela
Bowls
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Malawi
Football (soccer)
Cycling
Gymnastics
Boxing (professional)
Mohaleshoek Bowls Club
Ronnie Malefetse
David Modise
Ismail Mokethlane
Meshack Nkwadebeng
Peter Hermann
Carole de Marchi
Philemon Ayesu
Enmanuel Phamatse
Leonard Ponoame
Frank Rapulane
Manfred Diehl (coach)
Ali Faki
Italy
Tennis
Tennis
Japan
Karate
Tennis
Kenya
Lesotho
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Mozambique
Netherlands
Football (soccer)
Squash
Boxing (professional)
Golf
Football
(soccer)
Angling
Malawi (cont'd)
John Banda
Sam Banda
Lovermore Chafunya
Jack Chamangwani
Frank Chapotela
Ernest Chirwali
Joe Chitsime
Pedro Dandize
John Dzimbiri
Bennett Gondwe
Edward Luagala
Holman
Malungu
Kennedy
Malungu
Duff
Mathandalizwe
(alias Wanda Chafunya)
Isaac Matsinya
Clifton
Msiya
Faneul
Muthali
S. White
Mauricio Aceves*
José Bautista*
Martin Cardenas
Juan Castro*
Mario Coronado
Hijino Deleone
Abraham Garciaez*
Miguel Hernandez*
Roberto Herrera*
James Martinez
Ramon Nunez Francisco Ortiz Benito Rodriguez* Roberto Rubaldini Jesus Gallardo Silva Ramon Solis* Vidal Talles Ricardo Valera Gerardo Velasquez E. Nava
Eden Katango Eden Moleka Ali Nkuna Farook Nkuna Alfred Nyapuli Anando Osman Aristides Zaza
Kees van den Tooren
Boardsailing (windsurfing)
Men
Eric Groenewoud Marco Tellier
Olaf van Tol Ben Wesseling
Women
Onno Tellier Rudy Kuipers
Cycling
(veterans)
Robert van Lingen
Wout van Putten
Ls Mvuba Shadrack Mwale Castigo Mwando Cedric Nakhumwa Jummy
Nphambo Lameck Nyangu Lawrence Perrera Langston Matthew Phiri Ricky Phuka Zakes Rajaku Frank Rapulane Edward Salmore Albert Sibiya Frank Sinala
San Snewe Kingsley Tembo Stephen Zimba
Mexico
Cycling

Netherlands (cont’d)
Karting
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Power boating
Shooting Tennis
Jasper Blom Piet Hartog Peter de Bruyn Jan Lammars
Arthur Mostert
W. Hillen Men
Leo Kloos
Jeroen Viscaal Frank van Bglem Huub Rothengat
Cées van der Velden
Women
Anton Panman Johan Vekemans Eric Willborts
Lisa Lots-Koot Amy van Buuren J. Viljoen
Water skiing
Kick Smoll
Marion van Dijk
Yachting
New Zealand
Bodybuilding
Bowls
cycling Golf
Lifesaving (surf)
Paddle-skiing
Polo
Polocross
Rugby
Peter Manves
Donald Stedman
Peter Belliss
Neil Wylie
Bob Charles
Steve Booton Cecil Coffin Brian Evans
Bryce Gregory Michael McDonald
John Aldermann
Chris Jones Stuart MacKenzie
John Gasson Peter Gasson
Albert Anderson Marty Berry Mike Clamp Scott Crichton Kieran Crowley
Robbie Deans
Alan McVicar Boris Sokratov Steve Trevett Deane Tulley Bryan Hancock
(manager)
Robbie Saunders John Walker
Gary Harris
Kevin Eveleigh Grant Fox John Gilner Craig Green Jack Hobbs Gary Knight

Men
Women
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New Zealand (cont 'd)
Rugby
(cont 'd)
Squash
Robert Kururangi Craig Ross
David Loveridge Frank Shelford
Steven McDowell Wayne Shelford
John Mills Victor Simpson
Murray Pierce Warwick Taylor
Steve Pokere Alan Whetton
Hika Reid Gary Whetton
Bryce Robbins Neil Young
Ces Blazey (administrator) Graham Eden (official) J. G. Fraser (administrator)
Ian Kirkpatrick (manager) Frank McMullen (linesman) Colin Meads (coach) Jack
Sullivan (official)
Ivan Vadonovich (manager)
Men
Craig Blackwood
Women
Robyn Blackwood Linda McLure
Men
S. Cargo
Chris Lewis
Brenda Perry
Bruce Brownlee
Annette Owen
Joana Williams
0. Parun
Russel
Simpson
Water-skiing
Squash
Tim Carroll
Fred Green
Robbie Green
Warren Herbert
Mark McDonald
Maarten Green
(manager)
Mohamed Ali Somjeeb
Peter Old
Frank Reynolds
Richard Reynolds
Damon Rundstrom
Leanne Sowry
a Now living in Fiji.
b Reportedly living outside Pakistan.
Tennis
Pakistan

Boxing (professional)
Pedro Avila
Geraldo Lopez
Bernardo Checo
Alejandro Miranda
José de la Cruz Lopez
Mario Moreno
Daniel Delgado
Julio Ruiz
Alfredo Layne
Carlos Trujillo
Mercado Villalobos (judge)
Omar Alonzo
Luis Gonzalez
victor Lopes
Club Universtario da Asuncion (Curdo)
Vidal Benitez
Marcos Cino
Carlos Escobar
Eduardo Helsecke
José Helsecke
Juan Lopez
Oscar Moriera
Hugo Chapacu
Francisco Gonzalez
José "Pepe" Pefla
M. Busato
Karin Strohmeier
Pedro Mosciaro
Marco Nunes
Ariel Nunez
Guillermo Ramas
Oscar sequira
Luis Sosa
Victor Pecci
Basketball Bodybuilding
TAP Liusoglobo (women's team) Carlos de Matos
Mario Calado
Manuel Jaito
José&Carrico
Carlos Marta
Fernando Carvalho
José Passos
Marco Chagas
Francisco Pedro
Manuel Cunha
Antonio Pinto
B. de Sousa Herculando Rodriguez
Antonio Fernandes Alexander Ruas
Fernando Fernandes J. Santos
José Fernandes Americo Silva
Lionel Fernandes J. Vale
Paolo Ferreira M. Zefferino
Orlando Alves (assistant manager) José Bombo (assistant manager) Venceslau
Fernandes (manager) Francisco Nunes (official) José Pombo (manager) Manuel
Victorino (manager)
Panama
Paraguay
Football
Rugby
Tennis
Peru
Polo
Rugby
Tennis
Portugal
Cycling
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Aderito Alves Manuel Manelica Azevedo Paulo Azevedo João Cleto Rui Jorge de
Ribeiro José de Alberto Ferreira José Milagre (coach) Luís Pena (manager)
Jorge Lourinha José Manuel Alexandre Marques Carlos Tuxa Oliveira Paulo
Simões
F. Figuereido
Gymnastics (acrogymnastics)
Table tennis Athletics Boxing (professional)
Spain
Maria Correia Catia Messias
Alda da Silva Maria Neto
Susana Marques
Gil Mota (coach and judge)
John Pinho
Dominigo Catalan
Alfredo Evangelista José García Enrique Soria (manager) Ramon Soria (manager)
Antonio Mestre Meseguer Carlos Rodríguez Felipe Rodríguez
Luis Mavilla
Francisco Zamora
Equestrian sport
Alfonso Servovia
Chema Andrade Juan Anglada M. Ballesteros
Severiano Ballesteros
Don Quixote Team
Tomas Pardo
José Figueras Daniel Marco
Potsosto Khoza Richard Lukhele Super Mabuza Matthews Mandlazi Len
Mashebela Dumisani Mhlongo
Manuel Calero R. Foreman
J. Lopez José-Maria Olazabal
Santiago Santos
Marco Perez-Hubert
Pete Mncina Siphiwe Mncina Tony Saulus Abel Shongwe William Shongwe
Absolom Thindwa
a Also known as Scara.
Portugal (cont'd)
Football
Golf
Cycling
Golf
Hockey Rugby Tennis
Swaziland
Football
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Swaziland (cont 'd) Switzerland
Golf
Aeronautics
(parachuting)
Bodybuilding Chess
Tom Dhlamini
Joe Dlamini
Eric Mueller Swiss Skydiving Team (drawn largely from the "Phantom Club")
Rivasi Pin Deuce Viktor Korchnoi
Theo Angeloni Hans Peter Kuhnis
Patrick Ariis Hans Lederman
S. Boehni Leo Leuner
Rolf Brunner Franz Mair
Paul Christen Andreas Meier
Martin Engeli Harold Mueller
W. Fabrif Peter Obrist
Heinz Furter Karl Roth
Edgar Heim Stefan Sandmeier
Charly Herbert Leo Schoenenberger
Roman Hermann Rolf Senti
Sigmund Hermann Peter Steinger
Heinz Isler C. Vicenti
Gottlieb Kappeler Eddy Vontobel
N. Kraus
Jurg Hess (manager)
Gerhard Schrauner (manager)  
Cycling Golf  
André Bossert Michael Buchter Ivan Couturier  
K. Elbaradie  
Thomas Gottstein P. Jacquet J. Storjohann  
Women  
Marie-Christine Evelyn Orley  
de Werra Pia Ullman  
Gymnastics  
Bruno Cavelti Boris Dardel  
Laurent Godel Markus Lehman Markus Muller Marco Piatti René Pluess Claudio  
Rossier Ferenc Donath (coach)  
Theres Hafliger (coach)  
Flavio Rota Hugo Schmidli Alex Schumacher Christian Tinner Jurg Waibel  
Daniel Wunderlin Sepp Zellweghe  
Men  
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Switzerland (cont’d)  
Gymnastics  
(cont’d)  
Jean-Piere Jaquet (coach) Alfred (Roland) Schlatter (coach) Peter Taubler (coach)  
Marcel Way (coach)  
Women  
Birgit Bachmann Andrea Batholet M. Benigni Maja Buesser Tara Comandini  
Bettina Ernest  
Judo  
Karting  
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)  
M. Kondo  
Charles Geudel  
Paul Geudel  
Enzo Calderari Rolf Glasser Paul Gudel  
Claude Haldi Peter Hirsiger  
Marisa Jervella Susi Latanzio syrta Meister J. Sagesser  
Natalie Seiler Nicole Streuli  
Gerhard Lindinger  
Nicolas Leutwiler  
Pierre-Alain Lomard Antoine Salamin Mark Surer  
Peter Wyss  
Swiss Alpine Rugby Club Vernon Munnick (organizer)  
Nick Appeleryn Brida Beccarilli Peter Egloff  
René Frei Nick Hames  
Men  
Chris Heintz Phil Stevens Felix Thomas Fritz Waddburger Terry Wilson
Women
Ivan Schneider

Men
Stefan Bienz Stefan Cambal Vojko Fersch
Jakob Hlasek T. Krapl Women
Catherine Augsberger Christine Jolissaint
Beatrice Beautschmann
Marc Krippendorf Stefan Medem
Claudio Mezzadri G. Neuenschwaier R. Stussy
Andrea Martinelli
Karin Stampfl

Rugby
Shooting (bisley)
Squash
Tennis
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Switzerland
(cont'd)
Traupolinirig Tug-of-war Water-skiing
Markus Angst Fredy Armati
Swiss national team Men
Jean-Luc Cornaz Jean-Francoise Fischer Jean Eric Freudiger Women
Jacqueline Pfeiffer
Thomas sutterlin
Claude Hildenbrand Dieter Hoffer
Tonga
Rugby
United Kingdom Angling of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
Athletics Badminton
Tali Eteaki Vilame Kakato Alamoni Liavaa
David Andrews John Barrett Nick Carter Gary Dunk John iery D. Froud Dickie
Gordon Steve Hatton Joe Holland Mick Kearney Malcolm MacDonald Peter
Morrell H. Murphy
Vic Gutteridge Steve Sharp

Men
Stuart Elliot Gary Scott
Tim Stokes Eddie Sutton

Women
Lindsay Bracken Rita Durnian Eva Elliot
Cathy Redhead
Takai Makisi Samiu Mohi Hakaeoto Topou
Joe Murray John O Brien Peter Peck "Bimbo" Perring John Reece R. Renesto
Clive Richards Ray Rush Chris South Hick Toomer Norman Witt Alan Yates
Billy Taylor Mike Tredgett Billy Walker Andrew Wood
June Shipman
Barbara Sutton Kathy Tredgett
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United Kingdom Boardsailing
(cont’d) (windsurfing)
Bowls
Gary Hind
David Perks
Stuart Weaving (organizer)
Hylton Armstrong John Bell Russell Evans Mal Hughes
Boxing (professional)
Willie Booth Walter Clayton Harry Cowap Najib Dako
John Davies Andy De Abreu Barry Ellis
Steve Gee Johnny Good Jonjo Green Nigel Haddock*
Antonio Harris Brian Holmes Donny Hood Lany Howard
Archie Kassler (manager) Paddy Murphy (manager)
Dave McGill Joe Rogan George Turley
Chris Jacobs Paul Lister Terry Magee Gary Maxwell Dave McCabe John Moody
Mick Morris Ray Newby Keith Parry Kostas Petrou Brian Roche Gavin Stirrup
Peter Till Robbie Williams
Kim Cope Brian Mervis Adrian Walker
John Nunn
Irving Rose
James Plaskett*
Men
Bill Athey* Kir Barnett* Simon Base Chris Broad*
Rodney Bunting Michael Cann Andrew Clarke Russell Cobb Chris Cowdrey*
Graham Dilley* Richard Ellison*
Neil Foster* Bruce French* John Hardy Geoffrey Holmes Paul Jarvis*
Jeremy Lloyds Matthew Maynard* Gordon Parsons
Tim Robinson* Greg Thomas* Alan Wells*
Bridge
Canoeing
Chess Cricket
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United Kingdom Cricket (cont’d) (cont’d)
John mburey (vice-captain) * Mike Gatting (captain) * David Graveney (player-manager) *
Women
Julie Abbott Angel Bainbridge Enid Bakewell
Pam Crain Gail Donnison Coral Handley Cathy Harris Karen Joblin Megan Lear
Helen Leath Margaret Leath Pat Lovell Pamela Grooves (1)
Philip Bell L. Fleetwood D. Jenkins
F. Kelly John Legg
Ms. Martin Jill Mcconway Sue Moran Mary Pilling Kim Price Ruth Prideaux
Niki Rowlands Ms. Sellec Avril Starling Margaret Taylor Ms. Weaver
manager and captain)
Len Manners
John Scott John Tonks
R. Travis R. Whyte
Disabled sports (bowls)
Men
John Gronow Paul Huball
Roy Dunbar (manager)
Women
Yvonne Hawtin
Hazel Randall
Equestrian
sport
Men
Geoff Billington John Brown Lionel Dunning Alan Fazackerly
Geoff Glazzard
Peter Murphy Stephen Whittaker
Women
Camille Crow Julie Greenwood
Pam Dunning Debby Johnsey
Jane Whiteley (official)
Milija Aleksic Frank Carrodus
Gary Bailey Mike Channon
Peter Borota Brian Greenhof
Darren Bradley Billy Jennings
Cycling
Football
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United Kingdom Football (cont'd) (cont'd)
Golf
Paul Jones
Kevin Keegan Don Masson Sir Stanley Matthews
Raymond McGuiness Geoff Merrick David Nish Kevin O'Neill
Stuart Pearson John Barnwell (manager) Jimmy Gordon (masseur) Jimmy Hill
(consultant) Dennis Roach (organizer) Graham Taylor (coach) Jack Taylor
(referee)
Eric Potts Barry Powell
Ian Ross Gordon Smith Stuart Turnbull Dave Watson Mark White Osher
Williams Frank Worthington
Men
David Armour
A. Barber P. Barber J. Bennett G. Birch Lea Birch Simon Bishop David Blair
Martin Bradley* P. Bradley S. Brady Simon Brown* Nicholas Brown Nigel
Burch Paul Burley Phil Burnhope Andrew Chandler
Howard Clark P. Cook Steve Cottingham Paul Curry
Mark Davis I. Dougan P. Dunn Denis Durnian Dominic Eagle* David Eddy Brian
Evans Nick Faldo David Feherty* Jamie Gough J. Graham
Martin Green Jamie Gough* Neil Hansen
P. Hedges John Heggarty M. Higgins Warren Humphreys Derek James Mark
James Nick Job
C. Jones Paul Jones Mark Kingsley
Brian Lawson Robert Lee
Simon Lee Graeme Lennie Michael Lord* Sandy Lyle R. Mann Gordon Manson
0. Matlou P. McGarry
M. McGee Michael McGuirk David Melville
Gordon Millar Chris Moody
T. Morgan P. Morley
Ian Mosey Andrew Murray
Andrew Oldcorn Graham Oliver T. O’Nion Peter Oosterhuis
T. Parker Phillip Parkin
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United Kingdom Golf (cont’d) (cont’d)
A. Payne D. Poole D. Pugh Lee Scarbrow*
Mark Sharman Brian Sharrock
Dennis Sheehy Phillip Sierociski R. Smith
Nick Squire A. Strange
Murray Supple* Andrew Sutcliffe

Women
Nel Pip Andrade Jane Fernley Elizabeth Glass* Sarah Haslam* Rae Hast* Jane
Hill Beverley Huke Jane Howard
Glen Taylor M. Thomas Peter Thomas Sam Torrance Willie Walker Ron Wardill
Paul Way
Graeme Whale* Ferral Wieland* Martyn Woodhouse Ian Woosnam
Michael Yarnold Ian Young
Sandy Lyle Jo Rumsey
Alison Sheard Judy Statham Suzanne Strudwick* Claire Waite
Ali Walters
English national team
Gymnastics Hockey
Susan Dando
Hayley Price
Barry Winch
John Reeves (coach)

Men
John Grimmer Nick Henry
Dave Smith
Women
Hilary Brady Moira Conway Laura Dobbs Catherine Gall Carol Garvey Joyce
Kenyon Moyra Gibson (coach)
Horse racing
Willie Carson Paul Cook Pat Edery Eddie Hide
Tony Ives Michael Kinane
Eleanor McNamara Jane Powell Mary Powell Janet Smith Paula Standish
Carol Unwin
Joe Mercer
Lester Piggott Bruce Raymond Steve Smith Eccles Greville Starkey Walter
Swingburn
Gymkhana
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United Kingdom Judo (cont'd)
Team from Wales
A. Brown Andrew Davis
Gwyn Davis T. Johnson L. Jones Terry Jones N. Kaotaylo Julian David
(manager) John Reynolds (manager)
Alan Kondrua Michael Reynolds J. Smith C. Sturgess Keith Walters C. Williams
Women
Julie Abrums Ann Caurd Carol Entwistle Salley Henbrow
Karting
Helen Morgan Helen Wantling Sandy Wilkins
Men
Brian Heerey Martine Hines
Malcolm Turner
Women
Carolin Hoy
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
(speedway)
K. Acheson Nick Adams Rob Arthur Derek Bell Lawrence Bristow M. Brundle
Tom Dodd-Nobie John Fitzpatrick Geoff Harris Nigel Harris Ian Harrower Tim
Harvey Brian Henton Robbie Herrin
Colin Ackroyd John Barker
Andy Campbell Rob Dolman Robbie Fuller Andy Galvin Derek Harris Dave
Jessup Richard Knight Mark Loran
Tim Lee-Davey Geoff Lees Nigel Mansell J. Palmer Richard Piper Tony Pond
Marin Pryor Ian Shaw* Robbie Stirling John Walters Derek Warwick John
Watson Mike Youles
Chris Louis Charlie MKinna Andy Reid Peter Smith Peter Tarrant Kelvin Tatum
Neville Tatum Rob Tilbury Dave Trownson Steve Wilcock
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United Kingdom Motorcycling (cont'd)
Polo
Powerboating
Mark Jackson* Jason Lawyer*
Lord Charles
Beresford
Hector Galindo* Robert Graham
Rob Orme*
David Jamieson* John Walker David Yeoman
Men
Andrew Chamber Paul Cloulowe Phil Duggan Andy Elliott John Hill
Anthony Hiscock Charles Holmes
Roger Jenkins Steve Kerton Steve Lajoie
Joe Marenghi
Peter Mareighi Alastaire McNulty Geoff Purves Mark Shorto Dene Stallard Mike
Standring Simon Tostevin Dave Trotter Tony Williams Mark Wilson Terry
Wright
Women
Patti Barker Tracey Clarke
Donna James
Arthur White
Bangor Rugby club (Northern Ireland) Cardiff Rugby Club (Wales) English
National Rugby Team Gloucester Rugby Club (England) Welsh Academicals
(Wales) Welsh Crawshays
John Allan Mark Bailey Phil Blakeway Steve Burnhill Chris Butcher
E. Butler D. Church Anthony Clement Marucie Colclough J. Collins Jeremy
Cooper Russell Cornelius
Dave Cusani P. Daniel
Phil Davies Paul Dodge R. Dyer Gwyn Evans
Ray Giles H. Gilson Owen Golding M. Gravelle Jonathan Griffiths
John Hall Mike Hall Terry Holmes John Horton Robert Hughes David Jacobs
Jeffrey Jenkins G. John Phil John David Jonstone M. Jones Robert Jones John
Knowles
Powerlifting Rugby
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United Kingdom Rugby (cont’d) (cont’d)
D. Lamer John Scott
David Leslie Terry Shaw
Michael Lewis Mike Sleman
R. Lewis Steve Smith
Richard Moriarty Jeff Squires
Robert Norster Nick Stringer
Gary Pearce Tony Swift
John Perkins Mike Teague
David Pickering Paul Thorburn
Malcolm Preedy Kevin Thomas
N. Price Mark Titley
Jeff Probyn Paul Turner
Elgan Rees Clive Williams
Jim Renwick K. W. M. Williams
Michael Richards Peter Williams
Mark Ring Peter Winterbottom
Keith Robertson
Sir Ewart Bell (official) Eirwyn Davies (official) Hermas Evans (official) Richard Greenwood (coach)
Ron Jacobs (tour manager) Russell Jenkins (secretary) Cliff W. Jones
(administrator, Wales) John Kendall-Carpenter (official)
Willie-John McBride (manager Northern Ireland)
Syd Millar (team official) Derek Morgan (team manager) Arthur Rees (team manager) Ken Rowlands (referee) Alun Thomas (official) Gwylym Traherne (official) Terry Vaux (official) Neville Walsh (manager) Rhys Williams (official)
Felbridge Invitation team-members:
John Baldwin John Boxall Neil Daytell Mark Fletcher John Green Martin Haag
Mark Hancock David Harris Simon Hill
David Hinkins John McFarland Andy Mullins
David Nunn Mark Reid Paul Reid Andy Rods Rob Ryden Chris Sheasby Nigel Smith Ben Stork Andy Sutton
Rupert Vessey Charles Vyvyan Mickey Williams

United Kingdom Rugby (cont.’ d) (cont’d)
Shooting
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Andy Robinson (captain) Jamie Salmon (coach) Harry Townsend (coach)
Men
George Hulme* Dave Lumby Women
Denise Eyre* Darren Clarke Paul Gibson John Hargreaves
Dave Payne* Mick Rouse*
Dave Harold John Rees Rex Williams
Men
Gawain Briars Adrian Davies Frank Ellis Paul Hands* Dave Harris Mark Hornby
N. Ingledew
J. Le Vievre J. Lilley
D. Lloyd Jonah Barrington (coach)
K. May Chris McManus Paul Millington R. Millman Simon Taylor Dave Thomas
B. Watkins Paul Way Geoff William
Women
Paula Anderson Jayne Ashton Suzanne Burgess-Homer Sue Cogswell Alison Cummings Fiona Geaves
Samantha Langley-Foster J. Leach Helen McFie
Debbie Turnbull (coach)
Leslie Moore Lisa Opie Flavia Roberts Pamela Sales Angela Smith Ruth Strauss
Nicki Sturgeon Ruth Taylor Heather Wallace
D. Cook
Baker Buckley Elson Gilham Grimwood Hallwood
Roberts
Tamyl Tonks
Ward Wollston
Snooker
Squash
Swimming
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United Kingdom Table tennis (cont'd)
Men
Andrew Barden Denis Neal
Lindsay Taylor
Women
Carole Knight-Moore
Angela Tierney
Men
Brown Jason Clunie Sean Cole
Mark Cox Gary Engleman John Feaver D. Felgate M. Frankel
Nick Fulwood Paul Hand
Women
Sue Barker A. Brice Amanda Brown Lesley Charles Annabel Croft Rina Eina
Valda Lake Ellinore Lightbody
M. Holland S. Ickringell S. Johnson
Clive Knightly Alfred Leighton Richard Lewis
Tony Michell Buster Mottram G. Pierzhalski Andrew Robinson Nigel Sears
Jonathan Southcombe
James Turner M. Walker J. Whiteford
Denise Parnell Lisa Pennington Christine Power Katie Rickett Kim Seddon
Belinda Thompson Virginia Wade
Tug-of-war
Lincoln Team
Water-skiing
Wrestling (professional)
Yachting
Tony Cocs Richard Mannering Scrubber Daily
Tiger Singh Harold Cudmore
Nicola Racey Ian Ramsay
Dave Viking
General administrators
William Hicks Richard Jeeps (former Chairman, British Sports Council)
Stuart Weaving (entrepreneur)
Tennis
United States of America
Aeronautics
Angling
Linda Meyer
Crawford Adams
Wolly Adams Charles Anderson
Kermit Weeks
Jack Gerken O'Hara Smith
Peter Tyson
Kevin Adkins
James Andrews Ted Banks Anthony Curran Patrick Drake
Ray Etheridge Bob Fine
Tom Fleming Cedric Gilder Brian Gloston Steve Hardison Tom Hintmaus Mansell
Baker (coach) Rob Sevanke (coach) Dick Tomlinson (coach)
Tyrus Jefferson Barney Klecker David Laut Jeff Loescher Tom Petranoff John Powell James Robinson Milan Stewart Keith Thibideau Greg Tafralis* Ray Wicksell
Women
Badminton Basketball
Ardis Bow Carol Cady Sally Edwards
Chris Kinnaird
Pam Page Patsy Walker Ruth Wysocki
Utami Kinnaird
Women's team of the University of Western Florida
Fran Garmon (coach)
Boardsailing (windsurfing)
Men
Greg Aguera Darran Hamm Rush Randle
Nevin Sayre Craig Yester
Women
D. Dawes Ingrid Fournier
Gaynor Gaws
K. Weber
Bodybuilding
Athletics (track and field)
Men
Roy Tuefel
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United States (cont'd)
Bowling (tenpin)
Men
Pete McCordic*
John "Guppy" Troup*
Women
Carol Gianotti*
Jeanne Maiden*
Men
Tom Baker Joe Hutchinson
John Massio Ernie Schlegel
Women
Betty Morris
Fred Adams
Ron Amundsen Tim Anderson Domingo Ayalaa Johnnie Baca Bernard Benton
David Bey Jimmy Bills
Vincent Boulware Harold Brazier
Mark Breland James Broad Mike Brothers Bryan Brown Efrem Brown Phil
Brown Poison Ivy Brown Leroy Caldwell Lee Cargyle Sylvestre Castillo Jerry
Cheatham Victor Claudio Jerome "Kid" Coffee Mike Cohen Jake Corollo* T.
Cowley Louis Curtis Steve Delgado Jos6 de Jesusa Tony de Luca James Dixon
Buster Drayton F. Dubray*
Katherine Schlegel
Fernando Escaleraa Mark Fernandez Larry Frazier Tony Fulilangi Victor Arturo
Padilla
Garcia
Darcy Gaymon Mike Greer Steve Gregory Sherman Griffin
Mark Hanmon Ray Hamond Jeff Hanna
Tony Harrison* Freddie Hernandez*
David Jaco Mike Jameson Bobby Jennings Reginald Johnson
Glen Kennedy Brett Lally Jeff Lampkin Milton Leaks Scott Ledoux Mark Lee
Steve Little Ramiro Lozano* Edwardo Luciano Young Joe Louis Jim MacDonald
Everett Martin
Steve Michalerya Irving Mitchell
a From Puerto Rico.
Bowls
Boxing
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United States Boxing (cont'd) (cont'd)
Bridge
Victor Mobley* Stanley Ross
Ali Karim Mohanad Mike Rouse
(Duane Thompson) Sam Scaife
Davey Montana Fossie Schmidt
Davey Moore Dawud Shaw
Gary Moore Dion Simpson
Steve Mormino Jimmy Smith
Rahan Muhammad Renaldo Snipes
Leroy Murphy* Julian SolisP
Larry Musgrove Randy Stephens
Ossie OcasioP       Billy Thomas
Greg Page           Bobby Thomas
Rickey Parkey       Franco Thomas
Mike Peak           Duane Thompson
Oscar Pena          Raul Torres
K. P. Porter        James "Quick" Tillis
James Prichard      Kenny Vice
Tony Pruitt          Henry Walker
Mike Prayor         Nicky Walker
Dwight Muhammad Qawi Mike Weaver Tyrone Rackley Mike White
Sammy Rivera        Ray White
Carlos Rodrigueza   Jesse Williams
Nelson Rodriguez*a   Steve Zonski
Nick Acosta (trainer) Robert (Bob) Arum (promoter) Viso Fernandez (referee)
Billy Gutz (manager) Don Manual (manager) Tony Millar (manager) Floyd Patterson (commentator)
Fred Wolfindale (manager)

Men
John Moran
John Sutherlin

Women
Lynn Deas Rama Linz
Beth Palmer
Kay Shulle Keri Shuman Juanita Skelton
Chess Canoeing
Disabled sport
Stanley Vaughan Mel Stewart Men
Mike Champion Rene Jackson

Women
Trish Zorn
a From Puerto Rico.

Don Mott Jim Osman
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United States (cont'd)
Equestrian sport
Men
J. Allen David Cheska Christian Currey H. Du Jardin
J. Lilobet A. McLaughry
Barney Ward

Women
Ella Raidt Men
David Abell M. Adcock R. Adham David Allen M. Allen Chris Anderson
J. C. Anderson Sandy Armour* Tony Armour III* D. Armstrong*
W. Ashwander Woody Austin* G. Buckland
Mike Baker Butch Baird Gary Battistoni
Matt Baumann* Andy Bean Chip Beck Kurt Beck Jim Becker Don Bell Jim Bender
Bob Biniak L. Birch* M. Blakely Mike Blewett*
Philip Blythe Martin Board*
Brian Bobbitt Kevin Bolles Charles Bolling Jim Bombard Eric Booker S. Brady
Bill Brask Gay Brewer Brad Britton Jeff Buder* Mark Burk
Mark Buros
B. Buttner Bob Byman
G. Cadle Marty Caifano Bill Carey
Mark Carnevale* Tom Carr* Greg Cesario Jon Chaffee
Mark Chitwood* Mike Cook
Mike Cooney Carl Cooper Ross Cooper
Courtney Cox Jim Cyboran
John Daly Jay Davis T. Deber
Tom Delaney J. Delich Clark Dennis Mike Diffley
Brad Dixon Joey Dixon T. Doozan Tom d’ Ottavio Jeff Duncan Scott Dunlap
Fred Dupre Joel Edwards James Eilers*
Lee Elder Mark (Mike) Elliot
David Erickson James Estes E. Evans
Peter Famiano Dale Faulkner Tony Feminis
Golf
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United States Golf (cont ’d) (cont ’d)
Jack Ferenz Mike Finster
Ray Floyd Bob Ford Robert Friend Robin Freeman*
Frank Fuhrer William Gabbert D. Games Robert Games*
Tom Garcia Kelly Gibson Bill Givens* Frank Goebelein* Mike Golden Jamie
Gomez Hubert Green Ken Green Ben Greshaw Jason Griffith*
J. Grund James Guerra Mo Guttmann* Jeff Hadley
John Haime Chip Halcombe
Martin Hall Ted Halloway* Dennis Harrington Andy Harris
Lenny Hartlage Rick Hartman Phil Hatchett Schalk Hattingh* Nolan Henke
Kevin Hester* Michael Hicks Dave Hill Scott Hoch Eric Hoynak S.
Hudson K. Huff* John Hulbert Kevin Iwankow Tony Jackson John Jacobs Duke
January Dana Jetter* Brandt Jobe
Chip Johnson G. Johnson
Jim Johnson Jimuy Johnson
Kevin Johnson R. Johnson Tony Johnson Steve Jones Mark Jordan Brian Kam
William Kane James Karr John Kernohan Tom Kite Jeff Klein* Kevin Klier D.
Kluver Dan Kochevar* K. Kotowski R. Kramer Todd Larsen* John Lee Tom
Lehman Robert Lendzion
Don Levin Jamie Locke Doug Lucci Brian Mahon Paul Marchand
Peter Matthews Brad Mays* Mark McCann Ron McCann J. McComish Bill
McDonald* K. McDonald Bob McDonnell T. McGinnins James McGovern J.
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United States Golf (cont’d) (cont’d)
Sandy Morrison Andrew Morse
Rick Morton Sean Murphy Larry Nelson Bobby Nichols Mike Nickell Noe Nieporte Ben Norris
Tom Nosewics D. Ogrin Mike 0 Gorman David O’Kelly Tom Olson* Mark 0 'Meara Joel Paddyfield
Richard Parker Robert Parker Alan Pate Perry Pate Tony Patri David Patten
C. Pavin Jim Plotkin Don Pooley
Billy Poteat Dean Prange
Richard Price Rick Price* Rich Pruchnik Bryan Prytz M. Preston Francis Quinn
Bill Rabold
Jack Rawlins Mike Reagor M. Redding Jett Rich Lee Rinder Jonathan Rinkevich*
Don Robertson
Tim Robinson Kevin Roles* Ron Romanick* Tom Rooney David Roschman
Jeffrey Roth
Hugh Royer Bobby Rucker M. Runge Joe Sadowski
A. Salinas Lawrence Salk Dough Sanders
David Sann Chuck Scally John Schabacker
Jim Schaefer Steven Schaff Marty Schiene Evan Schiller Doug Schroeder* Rea
Schuessler Steven Serotte Clayton Simmons
Stephen Simpkin Scott Simpson Tim Simpson Brad Slater
Bob E. Smith Steve Smith
Stuart Smith John Spelman Larry Spielberg R. Stallings Greg Starkman
Sam Stein* M. Steinbauer Jeff Stewart
Curtis Strange Kevin Strohman Brent Studer Chip Sullivan Steve Thomas D.
Thompson Jim Thorpe Hide Tokuhare Tom Tolles D. Tolley Jay Townsend Lee
Trevino G. Trivissone
Chris Tucker B. Tway Ton Tyler Bill van Orman
George van Valkenburg* T. Vargo Bruce Vaughan Jim Vernon Rick Versure
Chuck Vigeant
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United States
(cont’d)
Golf (cont’d)
Lanny Wadkins Fred Wadsworth
Jim Wagner Don Walsworth
Tim Watson* Dewitt Weaver Jim Weeden Scott Weisgenber* M. West Douglas
Wherry Steve Whillock* Mike White Charlie Whittington*
John Williams*
B. Williford Steve Wilson* Andy Worse
Brad Worthington Randy Wylie Gary Young* N. Zambole
Dan Zimmerman Andy Zullo John Zuppan Zane Zwenke
Women
Beth Daniel Kristin Ericson* Kathleen Hart
Gymnastics
Men
Robin Artz
Aaron Basham Steve Bradley Eric Brown Lawrence Chavez Bart Connor Ted Dimas
Women
Megan Albred Gina Basile Jacqueline Butler Tracy Butler Heather Carter Angela Correl Diana Cushenberry Amber Doi a Residing in South Africa.
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United States Gymnastics (cont'd) (cont'd)
Jenny Donaldson Keri Duley
Dianne Durham Tainy Elliot
Jenny Ester Megan Fenton Kim Francis Mercia Fredericks Kelly Garrison Jennifer Greenhut Jennifer Hagberg Kimberley Hamilton Michele Hilse Kim Hurley Mindy Kryzinski
Coaches - Men
Gary Anderson
Miles Avery Richard Basham Christie Crofft Mike Di Leo Bill Foster Steve Gerlack
Coaches - Women
Nancy Roach
Mick Juszczyk Lance King Bruno Klaus Mark Lee Gary Rafalosky Chris Wiloth
Hang gliding
Hockey
Horse racing
Ice skating
Gach Grigsby Cathy Davids Cash Asmussen Men
Susan Myers
Women
Karate
Lifesaving (still-water)
Leslie Friedman John-Paul Licari
Christopher "The Badger"
Baxter
Eddie Butcher
Adalberto Leal
Bill Babashoff Tore Blichfeldt Mike Gaughan
Diana Emnet
Ted Prichard Chip Ross Bill Wallace
Kip Jerger Steve Nelson Mike Newman
Lifesaving (surf)
United States national team (some team members):
Tim Harvey Lew Reffle
Jim Kaslowski Bill Robinson
Jack Linkey
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United States
(cont ’)
Motor (car and
sports racing
Grand Prix)
Motorcycling (speedway)
Power boating Powerlifting
Bobby Aking, Jr. Fred Baker Eddie Cheever
David Finch Bruce Joelson*
Roger Mears
Fred Andrews Jeff Glass
Bob Borg
Mark Borgman Tcy Dickerson Randy Green
Rick Miller
Randy Gore
Jim Hauen-Stein
Men
Jim Caldwell
Mark Chaiallet Jeff Chorpenning
Buddy Duke
Dave Jeffrey
(manager)
Fred Merkel Doug Polen Malcolm Smith* D. Sullivan John Williams
Jeff Hicks
Kelly Moran Chris Reichardt
Rex Staten Jim Tarantino
John Nicol Duke Waldrop
Jerry Jones Thor Kritsky Bill Nichols John Ware John Ware
Women
Sonja Bowles Terri Byland Mary Jeffrey
Ann Leverett Mariah Liggett
Mark Carlson
Rick Cribellone Mike Deiton Tony Flay Dennis Gonzales Gary Hein Kevin Higgins
Greg Hulbert Don James
Gary Lambert Bill Leversee
Tim Mascheroni Don Morrison Ray Nelson Joe Nickerson Chris O'Brien
Jackie Pierce Sharrol Powell
Dawn Reshel Mary Ryan Maris Sternberg
Tim O'Brien Dwayne Parker Jeff Peter Tim Petersen Tony Ridnell Al Robertson
Tafu Salesa Ramon Saminego
Mike Saunders Mike Sherlock Mike Smith Brian Vizard Art Ward Barry
Williams Mark Williams
Rugby
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United States (cont'd)
Rugby
(cont'd)
Softball Squash
Bing Dawson (coach) Gary Montgomery (manager) Bill Taylor (trainer) Loc Vetter (team doctor) Robert Woodberry (manager) Detroit Rugby Football Club
Fevris Reid (umpire) Men
Dave Huebner Women
Nancy Gengler Marianne Greenberg Julie-Ann Harris
Simon Anderson Matt Archibald Paul Barr Wayne Bartholomew Jeff Booth
James Brisick Todd Chesser Gary Clisby Richie Collins David Dadeaux Greg Day David Eggars Scott Farnsworth Greg Foster Chris Frohoff Chris Gallagher*
Sunny Garcia
Brad Gerlach Hans Hedeman Derek Ho
Demer Holleran* Alicia McConnell Gail Ramsey
Jim Hogan Todd Holland Charlie Khun Dane Kialoha Mike Lambresi Bidd
Llamas Don Matthys Brian McNulty Willi Norris Jeff Novak
Bobby Owens Dave Parmenter Mike Parsons Lew Riffle
Ted Robinson Dean Rollingsworth John Shimooka Kevin Taylor Bob Twogood
Men
Anthony Adler Craig Beardsley
C. Canier Randy Cordobes Robbie Cordobes Joe Greenwell* (diving) Mike Kelly
Lennie Laykland
(diving)
John-Paul Licari Kyle Miller Glen Mills Rick Morley Bill Neville
Surfing Swimming
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nited States
(con't)
swimming (con It)
D. Poole Chris Rowe
Don Smith
Doug Soltis Scott Spann
Jesse Vassallo
Women
Veronica Brower Jeanne Childs Sue Cribari* (diving) Allison Grant B. Harris
Diane Joanningman Leisa Johnsen* (diving)
Men
A. Adler R. Akel Matt Anger Jimmy Arias John Austin Julian Barham
Rill Baxter Mike Bauer Jim Becker
Fritz Beuhning Jeff Borowick John Boytim Scott Brown M. Bullock D. Carroll
Dan Cassidy Ned Caswell R. Cetrone Paul Chamberlin Jimy Connors Mike Conroy
Jim Courier R. Crowley Marty Davis Steve Denton Mike de Palmer Steve
Devries Fddie Dibbs
Gary Donnelly Randy Dru L. Duncan
C. Dunk Pat Dupre
H. Eamus
Loran Kelly
Lynne McCoy (diving) Joan Pennington Jennifer Strickland
Kathy Treible Sue Walsh Laura Young
R. Evett Mike Fedderly Ken Flach S. Flippin-Read M. Freeman Patrick Galbraith
Chris Garner
Vitas Gerulaitis Brad Gilbert L. Good Brian Gottfried Tony Graham Robert
Green Mark Groetsch Tim Gullkson
S. Hagey Greg Holmes Delayne Howell R. Hubbard
Woody Hunt Philip Johnson John Juill
G. Juriet T. Kaine Mark Keit Chris Kennedy S. Kidd Bruce Klegge
Andy Kohlberg Spencer Kooshian Eric Korita Paul Koscielski E. Kramer Aron
Krickstein
Tennis
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United States Tennis (cont'd) (cont'd)
Johan Kriek Steve Krulevitz Michael Kures Jay Lapidus Mike Leach Rick Leach
J. Lee P. Lehnhoff
Mcdeer Steve Meister Rob Mitchell Francisco Montana Mineah Nastase Miguel
NidoP C. Norris M. Ozer J. Pappel Andrew Pattison T. Pawat Brad Pearce Robert
Pellizzi Shehan Petris Hank Pfister
A. Poole Mel Purcell C. Richey Joey Rive John Sadri Pete Sanpras Bill Scanlon J. Schnitzer
B. Schultz Robert Seguso
John Simpson Gary Sinclair G. Skekle N. Smith Peter Smith
Mickey Snelling John Sobel Harold Solomon M. Spearmani Larry Stefanki
Sherwood Stewart Dick Stockton Chuck Swayne Roscoe Tanner Ferdie Taygan
Elliot Teltscher Bob Testerman Tom Toomey Steve Tourdo R. Trogolo A. van
Allen Eric van T'Hof
Fred Viancos M. Vines A. Vordemeier Mark Wagner Trey Waltke Tom Warneke
M. Weiss
Robbie Weiss* David Wheaton R. Whichello Tim Wilkison Blaine Willenborg
Van Winnisky Mark Wooldridge Karl Yoston George Zahorsky
Women
Sherry Acker Louise Allen Jan Blackstadt Tracey Blumentritt Beverly Bowes
Rosie Casals
May Anne Colville Caryn Copeland Janet Craig Mary Dailey
I From Puerto Rico.
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United States Tennis (cont'd) (cont'd)
Tracy Dalall Tracey Delatte Christi Dorsey Chris Evert Gail Falkenberg Anna
Maria Fernandez Gigi Fernandeza
Barbara Gerken Jennifer Goodling
Anne Grousbeck Jean Hepner Beth Herr
Kathy Horvath Andrew Jaeger Suzie Jaeger
Jackie Joseph Billie-Jean King Dana Levy Cathy Lewis
Shandra Livingston Heather Ludloff Gretchen Mager Ashara Maranon
Sharon McKenzie Susan Mochazuki Betsy Nagelson Judy Newman Brenda
Niemeyer Mary Lou Piatek C. Polich Barbara Pot cer Vicenza Procacci Anne
Smith
Pam Teeguarden Molly van Nostrand Sharon Walsh-Pete Robin White Wendy
Wood
Trampolining
D. Gross Joe Harris
Women
Monica Boyce Jill Hollembeak
Bonnie Davidson (manager)
Andrew McCall G. Spehar
Lori Davidson
(coac;)
Men
Rob Bistodean
Emilio de Soto Women
Janet Mamon
Fred Roberts
Tug-of-war
Water-skiing
United States national team Men
Danny Aldrich Don Aldrich Mike Avila
Chris Bam Mike Barnes Bob Braine
a From Puerto Rico.
Men
Triathlon
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United States (cont'd)
Water-skiing (cont 'd)
Mike Dixon Kelly Dryden Peter Fleck Brian Fuchs Tomy Gelisse Ted Hoffman
Bob La Pont Patrick Lee
Bill Meyer Jeff Milbrath Don Mixon Mike Morgan Morgan O'Dell
Don Peters
Pete Peters Cory Picos
Rick Powell Karl Roberge Ron Scarpa Kurt Schoen Mike Serpel Neil Silverthorn
Gary Steele
John Straus Mason Thompson
Women
Ingrid Brain Jennifer Caleri Christy Carlson* Rose Johnson Elaine Lundmark
Vicky Meyer
Weightlifting
Wrestling (amateur)
(professional)
Saundra Mummery Lori Powell Karen Roberge
Nathalie Roberge Kathy Steele
Dave Wagner
Bill Anderson Kaje Holst
Mike Bauer Joe Kittell
Larry Bielenberg Dick Knorr
Steve Hart Carl Mangrum
Mark Hirota Chuck Mondale
Dale 0. Thomas (coach) Russ Crenshaw (assistant coach)
Black Bart Rick Patterson
Richard Byrne Steve Ray
Lance van Erich John Strongbo
Bill Irvine Rex Strongbo
Jack Mulligan John Studd
"Killer" Kowalski (manager)
Enrique Figueroaa Carlton Tucker
Guillermo Besozzi Federico Rohr
Franklin Secco
Juan Miguel Secco Rafael Secco
a From Puerto Rico.
Yachting
Uruguay
Polo
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The Old Christian Team from Montevideo*

John Bird Alex Rodrigues*
Marcello Nicola* Brenardo Saenz*
Marcello Paullier*

Tennis
Boxing (professional)
Hockey
Motor sports (car racing and Grand Prix)
Tennis Rugby
Samoa/ Rugby
Jos-&-LAis Damiani
Jesus Bastardo Avrilio Benitez Mauricio Bravo Nicanor Camacho Beutilo Gonzales

Caracas Sports Club
Ceccotto
Jorge Andrew Alfonso Mora
Andy Anetelea Rolagi Faamausili
Antonio Guerra Bernardo Pinango Edgar Roman Juan Rondon
David Silva
Nicolas Pereira R. Scheller
Afato Leuu Salesa Taufusi

The following rugby players might be from either Western Samoa or Tonga:
Boxing (professional) Football
a It is believed that names to avoid detection.
D. Bateman
P. Grey E. A. Liavala
m. Luke
P. Ma'afu F. F. K. Ma'u
Vincent Mulenga Michael Phiri
Leonard Masonti (official) Sunday Mutambo (official)
Fred Masuzgo Banda Jonathan Mambue
Albert Bwalya Ronald Mkandawire
Bernard Chizinga John Mofya
Noel Chomo Philemon Mulala
Philemon Kaunda Keegan Mumba
Lawrence Lota John Mwanza
Hernery Malambo Cabi Nyarengb

several of the football players used false
b The name may be false.

Uruguay
(cont'd)
Rugby
Zambia (cont'd) Zimbabwe
Country not identified
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Football
(cont’d) Cricket Cycling Golf
Cycling b
Equestrian sport Gymnastics
Bizwell Phiri Tacky Shawa
Emanuel Silungwe Fighton Simakonde
Peter Rawson* a
Graham Cockertona
Peter Brown Mark McNultys
D. Gammon G. Millara
Glen James Gordon Waugha
Tony Johnstonea Teddy Webbera
Ricardo Rodrigues (manager)*
Fernando Cabrera Pedro Nachos
Waldemar Castro Nestro Negro
Romero Flores
Roberto Ferrari (manager) Ricardo Rodrigues (manager)
Jimmy McCloskey Men
Mark Esposito Tom Glyn Gerd Rasquin (coach)
Hockey
Craig Scholnick Kurt Waller David Moriel
Women
Tanya Saamen Women
Claudia Beiers Sabine Blemenschutz S. Demey
F. Ducamp V. Ducamp I. Frankignoulle Benedicte Henderick Karin Hirsch
Brigitte Kindler
Isobel Kluyskens Patricia Lorenz Regina Lorenz A. Lutke-Schipholt I.
Manneback Doris Martetschlager A. Nathan L. Nazmin Heidi Peeters
a Now residing in South Africa.
b From South America.
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Country not identified (cont'd)
Hockey (cont’d)
Karate
Karin Reisenbauer I. Relik Marianne Schafer Irmgard Seller C. Gucassoff
(manager)
Y. Krick (coach)
Men
Beatrix Spannbauer I. van Durme C. v e
Women
Dianne Deane
Motor sports (car racing)
Polo Swimming (diving)
Wrestling (professional)
Lew Baker Paolo Barilla
Gordon Hatch Jan Hettema Carlos Zavaleta
Men
Daniel Cogrossi John McGhee* Women
Yvonne Johnstone
Mohamed "Patan" Afzal Dave Morganb
Peter Morrison Alessandro Nannini Henry Pescarolo John Winter
Enrique Stella
Danny O'Donnell*
Abbe Masel
Akam Sigh Gama Sinh
The following were listed as coming from Taiwan, Province of China:
Chuan Kwang Yang Men
Chung Chia-Jen Gan Rong-Yi Michael Chang (manager) V. Y. Wong (manager)
Basketball
Lee Chien-Mei
Sun Tsai-Ching Chen Yu-Chen
Tera Electronics All Stars team
a Based in Canada.
b Based in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Alex Alt
Athletics Badminton
Women
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A. T. Chong
Golf
Li-Ying Chen Yam Mao Chen Yuch-Chi Cheng Yu-Chin Hau Yuan Ching-Chi
Ho Ching-Ming Ching-Hsang Lin Tje-Chen Lin Michael Chang (manager)
Kimmy Ho (manager)
Wu Chun-Lung Ho Ming-Chung Lai Chung-Yen Ching Sen Hsieh Li Wen-Sheng
Chen Tze-Ming Tse-Chung Chen Hsieh Yu-Shu
South Africans with foreign passports:
Kork Ballingham (United Kingdom) - motor racing
Hugh Baiocchi (Italy) - golf
Zola Budd (United Kingdom) - athletics
Stan Christodoulous (Greece) - boxing official
John da Silva (Portugal) - athletics
Graham Duxbury (United Kingdom) - motor racing
Jean Germany (United Kingdom) - equestrian sport
Peter Gotz (United Kingdom) - equestrian sport
Stuart Hailstone (United Kingdom) - squash
Rae Hast (United Kingdom) - golf
Harold Henning (United States) - golf
Tony Johnston (Zimbabwe) - golf
Denis McIlldowie (United Kingdom) - Vice President of the White South African National Olympic Committee
Clive Rice (United Kingdom) - cricket Alison Sheard (United Kingdom) - golf
Kepler Wessels (Australia) - cricket
Bridge